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Early UFO Incidents - I 

excerpts from "The Flying Saucer Conspiracy", Maj.(ret) Donald E. Keyhoe,  Henry Holt & 

Co.,  Library of Congress Catalog Number: 55-7918,  84907-0215,  First Edition 1955 

 

[StealthSkater note: For some reason, I have found it more personally satisfying to research the 

early reports & photographs of UFOs in the 1950s and 1960s.  Perhaps incorrectly, but I 

always felt the reports could be "trusted" more in those days which lacked sophisticated 

digital photo-manipulations.  But those were also the days of the "Cold War" and fears 

about nuclear holocaust were high.  So I run the risk of diving into deliberate disinformation 

using the "cover" of the UFO topic to wage a propaganda battle. 

 

Donald Keyhoe was one of the first great writers of the UFO mystery.  His books were 

used as a basis for the movie "Earth vs. the Flying Saucers".  Some of his critics noted that it 

was strange how Keyhoe was always given information whereas the rest of the Press was not 

-- inferring that perhaps the counter-intelligence agencies were using him as a "useful tool" 

for their agendas.  I have seen the same criticism made regarding some noted present-day 

UFO researchers. 

 

Keep in mind that all of the following was written back in 1955 !!! ] 
 

 

Foreword 
 

Since 1953 when I wrote "Flying Saucers from Outer Space", sightings of the so-called Unidentified 

Flying Objects have multiplied.  In practically every country, this increased saucer surveillance has been 

confirmed by pilots, radarmen, or trained ground observers.  From the details of these worldwide 

reports, it is evident that the saucers have moved into a new phase of operation -- one that may change 

the lives of everyone on this Globe. 

 

Here in the United States, the official investigation has been greatly intensified.  Scores of prominent 

scientists and engineers are now working behind the scenes, helping to evaluate the facts. 

 

Most of the public is unaware of these developments, for since December, 1953, the Air Force has 

refused to release any official reports of flying-saucer encounters. 

 

In revealing this censorship, I am not attacking the Air Force as a whole.  Most of the officers and 

officials I have encountered are simply obeying orders.  Nor do I attribute unpatriotic motives to the 

"silence group" members who originate these orders.  Undoubtedly they are actuated by a high motive:  

the need -- as they see it -- to protect the public from possible hysteria. 
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Nevertheless, I believe that this censorship is dangerous.  The thousands of UFO reports by veteran 

observers prove beyond question that the saucers are machines from outer space.  The Air Force's 

insistence what it has no answer only heightens the possibility of hysteria. 

 

If the public is not informed of all the facts, fear of the unknown may prevail.  That can lead to the 

most dangerous kind of panic. 

 

In "The Flying Saucer Conspiracy", I have covered -- as far as possible -- the important 

developments of the past 2 years.  I have received help from more than 300 sources:  pilots, scientists, 

radar experts, airport tower operators, flying-saucer investigators, and many others both here and 

abroad.  In particular, I should like to thank the following either for new information on UFOs or 

valuable opinions on this subject: 

● Air Chief Marshal Lord Dowding of England 

● Professor Hermann Oberth, world authority on space-travel plans 

● Admiral Delmar Fahrney, USN, retired, former head of Navy guided-missile development 

● Captain Edward J. Ruppelt, USAF Reserve, former chief of Project Blue Book, UFO 

investigating agency 

● Frank Edwards, noted radio and television news commentator 

● Robert J. Stirling, Chief of the Washing Bureau, United Press radio 

● Douglas Larson, N.E.A. feature writer 

● Larry Cates, Washington representative of the Air Line Pilots Association 

● John Du Barry, formerly associate editor of True magazine 

● Miss Isabel Davis, researcher for Civilian Saucer Intelligence, New Yor, NY 

● Ted Blocher, president of Civilian Saucer Intelligence, New York, NY 

● Mrs. Coral Lorenzen, director of APRO 

● Leonard H. Stringfield, director of CRIFO 

 

I also wish to thank Captain Robert White -- USAF spokesman on flying saucers -- for his courteous 

discussions and Lieutenant Colonel Joseph Bloomer -- of the Air Force Directorate of Intelligence -- 

who helped to correct a false report "Flying Saucers from Outer Space". 

 

For editorial advice and assistance in preparing "The Flying Saucer Conspiracy", I am deeply 

indebted to Robert Lescher, whose cooperation during the final revision was invaluable. 

 

Finally, I wish to thank the readers of "Flying Saucers from Outer Space" and "The Flying Saucers 

Are Real" for their thousands of helpful letters.  Though it has been impossible to answer each one 

personally, I greatly appreciate the interest shown and the many confirmed UFO reports. 

 

Donald E. Keyhoe 

Major, U.S. Marine Corps, retired 

October 4, 1955 
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Chapter 1 -- Blackout 
 

For several years, the censorship of flying-saucer reports has been increasingly tightened.  In the 

United States, this top-level blackout is backed by 2 strict orders. 

 

I learned of the first order -- a Joint Chiefs-of-Staff document -- in the fall of 1953.  Known as 

JANAP 146 (Joint Army Navy Air Publication), this order sets up a top-priority radio system for the 

most urgent Intelligence reports.  Pilots are directed to report unidentified flying objects (UFOs) 

immediately from all parts of the World using this emergency system -- and to keep these sightings 

secret. 

 

Under Section III, any pilot who reveals an official UFO report can be imprisoned for 1-to-10 years 

and fined up to 10,000 dollars.  (Title 18, U.S. Code, 793.) 
 

3 months later in December 1953, I discovered the second order which carries court-martial 

penalties.  For several days, I had been checking on a strange story from Kimross Air Force Base near 

Sault Sainted Marie, Michigan.  The facts had been hurriedly covered up after a brief Air Force 

admission … 

 

It was the evening of November 23, and wintry darkness had settles over Michigan.  At an isolated 

radar station, Air Defense operators were watching their scope in a routine guard against possible enemy 

attack. 

 

Suddenly the "blip" of an unknown machine appeared on the glass screen.  The Ground Control 

Intercept (GCI) officer took a quick look.  The "unknown" was flying over the Soo Locks.  And no 

aircraft was scheduled near that important target.  Whatever it was, it had to be identified swiftly. 

 

In less than 2 minutes, an F-89 from Kimross Field was streaking toward the locks.  At the jet's 

controls was Lieutenant Felix Moncla, Jr., a veteran at 6.  Behind him was Lieutenant R.R. Wilson, a 

22-year-old Oklahoman acting as radar observer.  Guided by Ground Control, Moncla climbed steeply 

toward the "unknown". 

 

Back at GCI, the controller watched the jet's "blip" on his glowing radarscope.  As it moved toward 

the UFO's blip, the strange craft changed course.  The controller called Moncla and gave him the new 

bearing.  From the scope, he saw that the F-89 was now over Sault Sainte Marie, though to the crew the 

city's lights would be only a blur, quickly lost behind. 

 

The UFO -- flying as fast as a jet airliner -- was heading toward Lake Superior.  At over 500 mph, 

the F-89 raced after it out across Whitefish Bay. 

 

9 more minutes ticked by in the tense quiet of the GCI radar room.  Gradually the F-89 cut down the 

gap.  By now, the controller knew that Wilson should have spotted their quarry on the fighter's short-

ranger radar.  Watching the chase, he cut in his microphone and called the flight's code name. 

 

"Target should soon be visual.  Still bearing … …" 

 

He broke off, staring at the scope. 

 

The 2 "blips" had suddenly merged into one. 
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Whether the strange machine had abruptly slowed or Moncla unaccountably had put on full power, 

no one in the room could tell. 

 

But one thing seemed grimly certain:  the 2 machines were locked together as if in a smashing 

collision. 

 

For a moment longer, the huge ominous "blip" remained on the glass.  Then it quickly went off the 

scope. 

 

Marsking the position, the controller flashed word to Search-and-Rescue.  Moncla and Wilson might 

have bailed out in time.  Both had life jackets and self-inflating rafts.  Even in the icy water, they might 

survive for a little while. 

 

The mystery craft and the F-89 had come together far offshore -- about 100 miles from Sault Sainte 

Marie and 70 miles from Keweenaw Point.  S quickly as possible, search planes with flares were roaring 

over Lake Superior.  After a fruitless night search, boats joined the hunt as American and Canadian 

flyers crisscrossed a hungered-mile area. 

 

But no trace was ever found of the missing men, the F-89, or the unknown machine. 

 

My first word on this mystery came from an old friend in Detroit -- a former Army Air Corps 

navigator that I'd met in earlier days when I was an aide to Colonel Charles A. Lindbergh.  The night the 

jet vanished, he called me at my home near Alexandria, Virginia. 

 

"This may be just a wild story," he said.  "But there's a rumor out at Selfridge Field that an F-89 

from Kimross was hit by a flying saucer.  All I know is that the plane is missing.  You think there could 

be any truth in the UFO angle?" 

 

"It's possible," I answered.  "But most of those 'saucer collision' stories turn out to be ordinary 

crashes." 

 

"Well, I hope this is too.  I'd hare to think that the saucers are hostile." 

 

"Even if it did happen, it could have been an accident.  But thanks for the tip.  I'll check with the 

Pentagon." 

 

Next morning, I called the Air Force Press Desk and got First Lieutenant (now Captain) Robert C. 

White.  A 34-year-old bomber pilot, White was serving as a PIO (Public Information Officer).  He 

admitted the F-89 was missing and gave me the names of the crew. 

 

"It's obvious," he added, "that they had engine trouble and crashed in the lake." 

 

"Why were they out there?" I asked. 

 

Intercept missing -- checking on an unknown." 

 

"Did they identify it?" 

 

"I'm not sure.  Let me call you later." 

 

"I'm about to take off for Des Moines," I said.  "I'll phone when I get back." 
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Before driving to Washington Airport, I called radio commentator Frank Edward.  We had 

exchanged flying-saucer reports since 1949.  Frank whistled at the Kimross tip. 

 

"If it's true, this thing's getting serious!  Kimross probably won't talk, but I'll give it a try.  Right now 

I'm waiting for a Wisconsin call on that Truax crash." 

 

"What was that?" 

 

A jet from Truax Air Force Base crashed near there yesterday at Madison.  Several witnesses said a 

saucer flew near the plane just before it dived into a swamp.  It may be just bunk, but I'm checking on 

it." 

 

"How soon can you phone Kimross?" I asked. 

 

"I'll try to rush it.  Call me before you take off." 

 

30 minutes later, I phoned from the airport. 

 

"Don," Frank exclaimed, "your Detroit man had it dead right!  Truax Field made an official 

statement on the Kimross jet." 

 

Admitting the collisson?" I said incredulously. 

 

"Listen to this:  'The plane was followed by radar until it merged with an object 70 miles off 

Keweenaw Point in upper Michigan.'  That's the statement they gave the Associated Press." 

 

"That's amazing!  You sure Truax really said it?" 

 

"Absolutely.  I made a fast check.  It's already on the AP wire at Sault Sainte marie." 

 

"You said Truax …" 

 

"Here's what happened.  An AP man at Sault Sainte Marie queried Kimross.  They told him to clear 

with the OPI for the area at Truax.  He did … and got that official answer." 

 

It's incredible -- their releasing it.  I knew some PIOs were against the blackout.  But to let this get 

out …" 

 

"It's certainly raised the devil at the Pentagon," said Frank.  "I just called there.  At first, they said it 

was some silly rumor.  But when I told them that Truax gave it to the AP, they hit the ceiling.  I'll bet 

they're burning up the wires right now." 

 

"Can they make the AP kill it?" 

 

"I don't know.  But they can say it was a mistake and ask them to run a correction.  To avoid that, the 

AP will yank it if there's time." 

 

In a few hours, I had a hint that Frank was right.  At Chicago where I changed planes, there was no 

sign of the AP story.  Later, I learned that it had appeared in the early edition of the Chicago Tribune 

headed "Jet, 2 Aboard, Vanishes Over Lake Superior".  It was deleted from all other editions. 
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Because of a later Des Moines landing, I missed Frank's broadcast.  And during my Iowa trip, I 

heard no more on the mystery.  The night I returned, I called the Mutual station in Washington.  But 

Frank had left for New York after his 10:00 program. 

 

Next morning -- after trying to reach White -- I went in to the Civil Aeronautics Board to see Arthur 

Caperton -- one of the CAB's senior crash investigators.  A quick, decisive man, square-jawed and 

ruddy-faced, Caperton had been -- like myself -- a Marine Corps pilot.  Later he had become an airline 

captain, flying DC-6s before joining the Board. 

 

In my case, an inquiry from a night crash at Guam had put me out-of-uniform until World War II, 

though I'd flown non-military planes while working on aviation.  Meanwhile, I'd drawn several good-

luck assignments which gave me valuable contacts all over the Country.  As chief of information for 

Civil Aeronautics, I had made an air tour with Floyd Bennett -- Admiral Byrd's pilot on the historic 

North Pole flight.  The next year -- by another lucky break -- I flew as Colonel Lindbergh's aide on a 48-

state tour after his famous "Lone Eagle" flight to Paris.  Many of the pilots and aviation experts that I 

met on these tours were later to give me important UFO reports. 

 

Caperton and I had talked about the saucers before.  And I knew that the Board and the Air Force 

often exchanged unusual crash reports. 

 

"What do you know about a flying-saucer hitting an F-89 on November 23?" I asked him. 

 

Caperton stared.  "An actual collision?  It must be under wraps.  I haven't heard a thing." 

 

I told him what had happened. 

 

"Good Lord!" said Caperton.  "If Truax said that, it must be true.  Those Ground Control operators 

are tops." 

 

"The question is: was it accidental?" 

 

"Accident or not, it's a real jolt."  Caperton shook his head.  "I think it's dangerous ordering jet pilots 

to chase the saucers.  Of course, they don't often get close.  The UFOs run away from them." 

 

That noon at the Press Club, Caperton and I got a new slant on the Kimross case.  It came from an 

airline pilot -- Captain Ed "Stone", a sober-faced 6-footer with prematurely gray hair.  (Since his 

company -- like most lines -- asks its pilots to avoid saucer publicity, I have changed his last name.)  

Stone said that he had not heard of the F-89 disaster. 

 

"But that must be what Frank Edwards was talking about the other night," he added.  "He said that 2 

Canadian pilots denied being over the Soo Locks or seeing an F-89.  I missed the first part, so it was 

'Greek' to me." 

 

The Canadian angle was new.  And as were leaving, I called the Pentagon from a Press Club booth. 

This time, I caught White at his desk. 

 

"The 'unknown' in that case was a Canadian DC-3," he told me.  "It was over the locks by mistake." 

 

I started to repeat the Canadian pilots' denial … then changed my mind. 
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"Let me get this straight," I said.  "Obviously, the F-89 didn't collide with a Canadian airliner.  There 

would have been a big row in the papers.  So what did it hit?" 

 

"It didn't hit anything," White said emphatically. 

 

"Then what happened to it?" 

 

"Probably engine trouble, as I said before.  They must have bailed out or ditched -- too fast to 

report." 

 

"Wait a minute," I said.  Truax Field gave the AP an official statement that the F-89 'meged' with an 

object 70 miles off Keweenaw Point." 

 

"That's not true!" White said quickly. 

 

"The AP story was wrong?" 

 

"Well … no.  Truax made the statement.  But the 'merging' part was a mistake.  That second blip was 

from some object actually miles from the F-89." 

 

"Miles from it?  Then why in Heaven's name did GCI say they merged?" 

 

"They just read the scope wrong," said White. 

 

It was an incredible answer.  And I was sure that he knew it.  No GCI controller capable of such a 

colossal blunder would be tolerated for a minute by the Air Defense Command.  These specially 

selected radar technicians must be able to guide jet fighters into close-range attacks on enemy bombers.   

 

This means making swift, precise measurement of distance between planes.  In yards, not miles.  

Without this accurate measurement, interception at night and in bad weather would be impossible.  Our 

country would be tragically helpless against massed enemy bombers.  It was impossible to believe that 

expert technicians had misread the scope.  I was sure that White was merely acting orders. 

 

"Does that clear up everything?" White asked after a silence. 

 

"No.  I'd like to see the Air Force investigation report." 

 

"I'm sorry, but that will be classified." 

 

"Well, did the F-89 actually intercept the CD-3 so that the Canadians had to identify themselves?" 

 

"I'm not sure.  That's a classified Air Defense report.  But we're certain that the DC-3 was over the 

locks." 

 

"Then what was the other 'unknown '-- the object that GCI said was 70 miles off Keweenaw Point?" 

 

"Maybe another plane.  We just don't know.  But they did not merge." 

 

When I relayed White's story, Caperton snorted. 
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"That's idiotic!  Who are they trying to kid?" 

 

"What would you have said?" Stone said somberly.  "Unless the Pentagon admitted a UFO hit the 

jet, they had to explain away the radar report." 

 

"But this phony answer," growled Caperton.  "Why didn't they hang it on the Truax PIO?" 

 

"It would look suspicious," I said.  "Why would he make up that Ground Control report?  And not 

many people know radar." 

 

"Maybe so.  But that cockeyed DC-s story …"  Caperton glanced at the clock.  "I've go to run.  But if 

you have time, check the intercept angles.  You'll see what I mean." 

 

Captain Stone had time before his next flight, so we worked out the intercept problem. 

 

When the F-89 began the chase, the unknown machine had just passed over the Soo Locks a few 

miles north.  Guided by GCI, the F-89 hurtled after it at over 500 mph.  (Under Air Defense Command 

rules, maximum intercept speeds cannot be given.) 

 

In average flights, a DC-3 cruises at about 165 mph.  But even at its maximum -- about 215 mph -- 

the Canadian airliner would have been overtaken in 3 minutes -- including time for the F-89 to slow 

down and avoid overshooting. 

 

Under Air Defense orders, Moncla would have closed in quickly to identify the 'unknown' as a 

friendly aircraft or to challenge it if it proved hostile.  The jet's reduced speed and close approach would 

have been seen clearly on the GCI radarscope. 

 

If the Canadian pilots failed to answer the jet's radio call, Moncla would have "buzzed" the airliner 

so that the crew could see the jet's lights.  As a final resort, he would have fired a warning burst with 

guns or rockets. 

 

No airline captain in his right mind would fail to answer that warning.  Unless he did respond -- with 

proof that his flight was friendly -- his airliner might be shot down. 

 

After identifying the plane, the F-89 crew would have relayed the information to Ground Control.  

Mission accomplished, they would then have returned to Kimross Field. 

 

Instead of all this, Moncla flew out over Lake Superior -- more than 100 miles beyond the locks.  

During this time, he was pursuing the unknown machine, guided and tracked by Ground Control. 

 

To keep ahead of the F-89 this long, the mysterious craft had to fly at more than 450 mph.  Since this 

is more than twice the top speed of a DC-3, the Canadian airline could not possibly have been the 

unknown in this chase. 

 

Even if the F-89 had intercepted the airliner (which ignores the pilots' denial), this still would not 

explain the 100-mile flight, the secnd unknown, and the merging -- all officially admitted in the Truax 

statement. 

 

"How did they expect to get away with that story?" Captain Stone said as we finished. 
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"They had to produce something to explain what the jet was chasing.  And they knew that not many 

people would stop to figure it out." 

 

Stone gazed down at the flight diagram. 

 

"It must have been a saucer.  I don't see any other answer.  A jet would explain the speed.  But no 

planes of any kind were lost that night … except the F-89." 

 

He paused. 

 

"One thing … this certainly knocks down that crazy rumor about the saucers being U.S. weapons.  

The Air Force wouldn't risk its pilots' live like that.  Besides, why chase our own missiles?" 

 

"That secret-weapon answer was exploded long ago," I told him.  "Even if you toss out all the older 

reports, we know that the saucers have been operating here for at least 9 years.  Our pilots sighted 

hundreds of them over Europe and the Pacific in 1944.  So did the Germans and the Japanese.  If we had 

such a super-weapon then, why didn't we use it to end the War?  It would have saved a lot of lives.  And 

the Reds wouldn't have dared start the Korean War." 

 

Stone nodded.  "Also, we wouldn't be afraid now of an H-bomb attack.  With those terrific speeds 

and maneuvers, the saucers could knock down ordinary jet bombers without half-trying.  Besides that, 

why spend billions on ordinary planes, carriers, and foreign bases if we have saucers with a worldwide 

range?" 

 

"That goes for the Russians too," I said.  "If they'd had flying-saucers in 1944, they would have used 

them against Hitler.  And by now, they' own the World.  But the Soviets weren't even producing jets in 

World War II.  And right now, they're working like mad on planes and missiles -- just like us." 

 

Stone stood up.  "You're right," he said as we went to get out coats.  "No nation on Earth could have 

had the discs in 1944." 

 

"Not even now," I added.  "Air Force radar has tracked motherships and discs maneuvering at over 

9,000 mph.  Even our latest missiles can't approach that.  And no missile on Earth can stop dead … 

hover over a city … and then streak straight up into the ionosphere at thousands of mph." 

 

We went out to the elevators.  Under his cap visor, Stone's face had an intent look. 

 

"That could be the reason," he muttered.  He glanced at me sidewise.  "I mean why the Pentagon is 

so desperate about hushing it up.  Maybe Moncla or Wilson gave Ground Control the answers to all this 

before the collision." 

 

"They probably didn't have time …" 

 

"I don't mean the very last instant.  But put yourself in Moncla's place.  You're closing in on this 

thing.  The last few seconds, you see something.  Maybe you suddenly know what's behind all this.  

Wouldn't you yell it into your throat-microphone?" 

 

"I might if I weren't too scared to talk." 

 

"Even then you'd almost instinctively yell something and Ground Control would hear it.  If we could 

only see that Air Force inquiry report!  It could be the key to this whole saucer mystery." 
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When I saw Frank Edwards a day-or-so later, he confirmed what Stone had said about the Canadian 

pilots. 

 

"They denied the whole thing.  They were pretty sore about it."  Frank looked at me with no trace of 

his usual whimsical humor.  "This Kimross thing must be something terrific from the way the Air Force 

has covered it up.  What do you think happened?" 

 

"I can't figure it out.  It's the most baffling saucer report that I've ever heard.  Even stranger than the 

Mantell case." 

 

(On January 7, 1948, Captain Thomas Mantell was killed while pursuing a huge flying-saucer under 

Air Force orders.  Just before his F-51 fighter disintegrated, the World War ace radioed the tower at 

Godman Field, Kkentucky that the saucer looked metallic and was tremendous in size.) 

 

"Whatever they've found out," said Frank," I think the public should be told.  It can't be a much 

worse threat than the H-bomb.  And this could have been an accident as you've said." 

 

"Well, I'm gong to keep after it, though it won't be easy …" 

 

"That reminds me, "Frank broke in.  "Have you ever heard of an order called 'AFR 200'?  I got a tip 

that someone at Truax may be in trouble because he broke that order." 

 

"It's new to me," I answered, "but I'll try to get a line on it." 

 

During my 4-year investigation, several fellow Marines, Annapolis classmates, and friends in the 

other services had given me UFO leads when security was not involved.  Checking with some of them, I 

soon found that AFR 200-2 was withheld from the public.  But after 2 days' digging, I had most of the 

key most of the key points.  (These were confirmed later by an official copy.  See Appendix, p. 312.) 

 

Classified as "Restricted", AFR 200-2 was issued on August 26, 1953 by order of the Secretary of 

the Air Force Harold E. Talbott.  Even though I knew some of the facts, this hidden order was a 

revelation in its apparent distrust of the American people. 

 

Under Paragraph 9 -- ironically called "Release of Facts" -- it was provided that only hoaxes, 

practical jokes, and erroneous UFO reports can be given to the Press. 

 

All genuine UFO reports received by the Air Force must be kept from the public.  These include 

thousands of verified sightings from military pilots, radarmen, guided-missile trackers, and other trained 

observers under government control. 

 

Under AFR 200-2, all confirmed flying-saucer reports must be rushed to Intelligence by teletype or 

radio.  When possible, all tangible evidence must be flown immediately to ATIC (Air Technical 

Intelligence Group) at Dayton [Wright-Patterson].   

 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … …  …  …  … 

 

 

Chapter 4 -- Unknown Worlds 
 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … …  …  …  … 
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A little later up in Paul Redell's room ("Paul Redell" is a fictitious name for an aeronautical engineer 

confidant), I asked if he had heard of the recent Pearl Harbor sighting-incident. 

 

"No.  But it could be true.  Why should we think that man is the only intelligent creature?" 

 

He went over to the window and peered up into the night.  Above the glow from 'F' Street's light, the 

stars and a crescent Moon were faintly visible.  Redell turned back and gave me an odd look. 

 

"Do you know about the 'Moon study'? he said abruptly. 

 

"No … what do you mean?" 

 

"Some of the biggest astronomers are making secret observations of the Moon for the Pentagon.  

Palomar is in on it and so is the Naval Observatory." 

 

"I knew there had been some strange lights reported in certain crater …" 

 

"I'm talking about actual changes," Redell interrupted. 

 

"Changes?" 

 

"Building … construction!" said Redell. 

 

I stared at him.  "They've actually found a saucer base on the Moon?" 

 

Redell gave me an impatient glance. 

 

"Confound it, you yourself suggested it in your book.  You and that Canadian scientist Wilbert B. 

Smith."  [StealthSkater note: read the documents at the "UFO#Smith" page at => doc   pdf   URL   

for details on Wilbert Smith and "Project Magnet"] 

 

He filled his pipe and eyed me over the bowl as he flicked his lighter. 

 

"Go through all the recent astronomers' journals.  Look for reports by Dr. H.P. Wilkins.  He's 

English and one of the World's most respected experts on the Moon.  Also look for one by J.J. O'Neill, 

science editor of the Herald Tribune.  You won't find all the dope …  After O'Neill and Wilkins let it 

out, they were put under pressure to stop talking.  But you'll find enough." 

 

"But what did they see?  You said building …" 

 

"Look it up and decide for yourself.  I will tell you this.  It makes the satellite thing (radar tracking of 

a huge mothership in Earth orbit) look pretty small.  If Wilkins and the others are right, the Moon may 

hand us the biggest surprise of all." 

 

 

Chapter 5 -- Enigma on the Moon 
 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … …  …  …  … 
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On the night of July 29, 1953, John J. O'Neill -- science editor of the Herald Tribune -- settled 

himself at his telescope for an evening's observation of the Moon.  It was 6:30 UT and the Moon -- on 

its northerly course -- was approaching the equator when O'Neill made an amazing discovery. 

 

Stretching above the Mar Crisium crater was a gigantic bridge! 

 

For a moment, O'Neill refused to believe his senses.  It might be an optical illusion.  With utmost 

care, he re-checked his telescope.  He was using a 90X eyepiece.  The "seeing" -- an astronomer's term 

for visual conditions -- was excellent. 

 

He took another look. 

 

The bridge was still there.  Stretching in a straight line from pediment-to-pediment, it was more than 

12 miles long. 

 

The thing seemed impossible.  In all the years that he had watched the Moon, there had been no 

bridge -- nothing at all -- above the Mare Crisium. 

 

But there it was. 

 

Fascinated, O'Neill watched the mysterious bridge for an hour-and-a-half.  Twice he changed 

eyepieces to 125X and 250X.  Both times under the higher magnification, the huge structure appeared 

sharply in outline -- an unbelievable engineering marvel apparently erected in weeks … perhaps in days. 

 

Knowing the furor that it would cause among astronomers, a man with less courage would have kept 

silent.  As it was, not even O'Neill dared to tell the whole story.  In his report to the Association of Lunar 

and Planetary Observers, he called his discovery a "gigantic natural bridge".  But the sudden appearance 

of such a structure by an act of Nature was absolutely impossible, as many privately admitted. 

 

As O'Neill expected, he was quickly attacked by some astronomers.  But most critics were abruptly 

silenced.  For in August 1953 -- one month after O'Neill's discovery -- the existence of the bridge was 

fully confirmed by the great British astronomer Dr. J.P. Wilkins.  The following month, it was also 

reported by another English lunar authority -- Patrick Moore, a leading member of the British 

Astronomical Association. 

 

The courage shown by O'Neill, Wilkins, and Moore soon led several astronomers to speak out on 

other Moon mysteries -- especially the strange lights so frequently seen in some craters. 

 

On September 16, 1953, a peculiar bright flash was seen on the Moon by Rudph M. Lippert -- a 

member of the Lunar Section of the British Astronomical Association. Through his 8-inch Cassegrain 

reflctor with 90X power, the mysterious light glowed a yellowish-orange, as bright as a first-magnitude 

star.  Like the previous reports of strange lights, this was quickly explained away by more skeptical 

astronomers who claimed it was a meteor hitting the Moon. 

 

But there was no way to brush off the Mare Crisium bridge discovery. 

 

In public, Dr. Wilkins -- like O'Neill -- had called it a strange "natural bridge".  But his private 

comments had astonished members of the Royal Astronomical Association and the British 

Interplanetary Society. 
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It was not long before word of his comments reached the Pentagon.  There the 'silence group' learned 

with alarm that Wilkins was planning to make public his opinion of the bridge. 

 

There was no way for the Pentagon censors to muzzle a British subject.  All they could do was pray 

that the censors in London would somehow keep him from talking. 

 

As I puzzled over the question of a Moon base, I vaguely remembered some of the earlier recorded 

observations of the Moon. 

 

Within a short time after I had talked with astronomers and searched astronomy records, a startling 

picture was starting to emerge. 

 

For almost 200 years, astronomers had watched mysterious activities on the Moon. 

 

Early in the 19
th

 Century, Sir John Herschel -- one of England's great astronomers -- reported seeing 

strange bright lights when the Moon was darkened by an eclipse.  Some of the lights, he said, seemed to 

be moving "above the Moon". 

 

Later, startling geometrical patterns resembling city streets were seen by the astronomer Gruithuisen. 

 

In 1869, a sudden eruption of mystery lights -- in regular patterns -- caused a 3-year investigation by 

the Royal Astronomical Society of Great Britain.  Most of these puzzling lights were seen in the Mare 

Crisium area where the gigantic bridge was later discovered.  Watched by dozens of astronomers, the 

lights appeared in circular groups, triangular formations, and straight lines with their intensity varying as 

if by intelligent control. 

 

Though the Royal Astronomical Society would not admit it publicly, some of its members believed 

that this was an attempt by an unknown race on the Moon to signal the Earth.  Until 1871, careful 

records were made every night in the hope of deciphering the messages.  Then -- after nearly 2,000 

observations -- the strange lights ceased to appear.  If they were signals, their meaning was still a riddle. 

 

Beside the puzzling lights, several mysterious dark objects had been sighted moving over the Moon's 

surface.  In 1912, Dr. F.B. Harris picked up a huge black object with his telescope.  Estimated to be at 

least 50 miles across, it was clearly visible as it traversed the shining face of the Moon. 

 

Since 1915, straight-and-curving walls had suddenly appeared in several craters -- among them 

Archimedes and Aristarchus. 

 

On March 30, 1950, Dr. H.P. Wilkins -- using a 15¼-icnh reflector -- picked up a weird glow in the 

Aristarchus-Herodotus region.  Oval-shaped and strangely brilliant, it apparently came from some type 

of glowing machine hovering near the crater floor. 

 

3 months later, an almost identical light was sighted at the same spot by an experienced American 

Astronomer James C. Bartlett, Jr. 

 

Most recent of all were the mystifying white "domes" -- strange round formations which appeared 

abruptly in many of the Moon's craters. 

 

All the evidence suggested not only the existence of a Moon base but also that operations by an 

intelligent race had already begun.   If so, who could the creatures be?  Were they from other planets or 

did they originate on the Moon? 
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The possibilities were numerous. 

 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … …  …  …  … 

 

Fortunately for the 'silence group', very few besides astronomers knew of the Moon bridge.  But if 

Wilkins revealed his startling opinion, the Press might look into all the historical reports. 

 

As the weeks passed -- with no word from London -- the Pentagon censors began to breathe easier. 

 

Then the news broke.  On December 23 in a British radio broadcast, Dr. Wilkins disclosed the 

dramatic story.  He was interviewed at his telescope by BBC radio commentator Bernard Forbes after 

this opening statement: 

 

"Since the beginning of this Century, astronomers have been observing features on the 

surface of the Moon which have not been noticed before.  During the last few years, many 

dome-like swellings have been seen through powerful modern telescopes.  And only a few 

months ago, astronomers detected what is perhaps the most curious feature of all.  It looks 

like a gigantic bridge. The Director of the British Astronomical Association -- Dr. H.P. 

Wilkins -- when interviewed, discussed this new discovery." 

 

[Wilkins]  If you look through the eyepiece, you will see one of the most interesting regions 

on the Moon … called the Mare Crisium.  It's that comparatively small, dark 

oval marking. 

 

[Forbes]  Yes …  I can see it now. 

 

[Wilkins]  I've mentioned this gap in the mountain barrier …  but there now exists what looks 

like a bridge across this gap. 

 

[Forbes]  That's most extraordinary. 

 

[Wilkins]  Now this is a real bridge.  Its span is about 20 miles from one side to the other.  

And it's probably at least 5,000 feet-or-so from the surface beneath. 

 

[Forbes]  It must be a most gigantic arch if it's 5,000 feet high. 

 

[Wilkins]  It certain is. 

 

[Forbes]  How wide it it? 

 

[Wilkins]  The width is about a mile-and-a-half to 2 miles.  It tapers -- narrows, rather -- in 

the center. 

 

[Forbes]  Are you quite certain that you haven't mistaken it for some other object? 

 

[Wilkins]  Oh no, there's no mistake at all.  It's been confirmed by other observers.  It looks 

artificial.  It's almost incredible that such a thing could have been formed in 

the first instance or -- if it was formed -- could have lasted during the ages in 

which the Moon has been in existence.  You would have expected it either to 

be disintegrated by temperature variations or by meteor impact. 
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[Forbes]  And when you say it looks 'artificial', what do you mean exactly by that? 

 

[Wilkins]  Well, it looks almost like an engineering job. 

 

[Forbes]  {exclamation of astonishment} 

 

[Wilkins]  Yes, it is more extraordinary. 

 

[Forbes]  And is it more-or-less 'regular' in outline? 

 

[Wilkins]  Absolutely regular in outline.  That makes it all the more remarkable. 

 

[Forbes]  And does it cast a shadow? 

 

[Wilkins]  Yes, it casts a shadow under a low Sun.  You can see the sunlight streaming in 

beneath it. 

 

 

The next day, a brief cable report on Wilkins' historic broadcast appeared in U.S. papers.  

Significantly, the mysterious structure was called a "natural" bridge though Wilkins had not used this 

word once in his broadcast. 

 

But even with this reprieve, the message shook the Pentagon censors.  For Dr. Wilkins or some other 

famous astronomer could deny the possibility of any natural bridge. 

 

At any time, this would have been bad news.  But it came just as the 'silence group' was facing a new 

crisis.  Starting in later October, increased saucer sightings -- combined with blows from all sides -- had 

driven the UFO censors into a tight corner … 

 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … …  …  …  … 

 

On November 12, the Canadian government revealed it had set up a flying-saucer observatory near 

Ottawa.  [StealthSkater note: refer to the previously-mentioned Wilbert Smith/"Project Magnet" : 

{"Smith_01" file at => doc   pdf   URL-doc   URL-pdf  , "Smith_02" file at => doc   pdf   URL-doc   URL-pdf  

, and "Smith_03" file at => doc   pdf   URL-doc   URL-pdf   files } ] 

 

"Defense research scientists," the Ottawa release said, "have never pooh-poohed the flying saucers." 

 

Dr. O.M. Solandt -- Chairman of the Defense Research Board -- told the Press that the government 

had given orders to ship captains, meteorologists, and other special observers to report UFOs at once 

 

The wide publicity given the story in this country increased suspicion that the Air Force was 

covering something up.  This infuriated the 'silence group'.  But they did not dare to criticize the 

Canadian government. 

 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … …  …  …  … 

 

 

Chapter 7 -- Cover-up at Quantico 
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…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … …  …  …  … 

 

… After I hung up, I thought about the mysterious objects known as "green fireballs". 

 

The first flurry of reports had come in December 1948.  Night-after-night, huge projectile-like 

objects had raced over the Southwest.  Absolutely silent, they followed a straight course, then exploded 

without a sound while casting a brilliant green glare for hundreds-of-miles. 

 

As reports poured in, the Air Force quickly concluded that the objects were not meteors but some 

unknown type of missile. 

 

Designated as "green flares" by the Air Force, these new objects were reported in an analysis on 

December on December 27, 1949.  In 6 cases, the green flares were described as traveling at terrific 

speeds -- often against the wind and obviously under control.  In a separate investigation known as 

"Project Twinkle", several of the strange missiles were tracked at speeds of nearly 14,000 mph.  After 

each silent explosion, Air Force crews searched a wide area beneath.  But not a fragment was ever found 

… or at least reported by the Air Force. 

 

But an unofficial investigation had been made public by Dr. Lincoln La Paz, Director of the New 

Mexico Institute of Meteoritics.  Dr. La Paz insisted these were no ordinary meteors.  Without indicating 

their source, he hinted that they were an unknown type of guided missile. 

 

The next morning when I went in to see Stone, I took my file on the fireball cases.  We went up to 

the airport mezzanine where Stone glanced through the file. 

 

"I've heard most of this.  What I wanted to ask" --he hesitated -- "maybe it sounds silly, but do you 

know of any accidents caused by the green fireballs?" 

 

"No, though ne did explode after passing an airliner about 2 years ago." 

 

I dug out the report and showed it to Stone.  On November 2, 1951, an American Airlines DC-4 had 

been flying from Los Angeles to Tulsa by way of Dallas.  At 7:15 am, the airliner was cruising ease of 

Abilene on Airway G-5.  The altimeter read 4,500 feet. 

 

Suddenly a bright green object streaked past the airliner at the same altitude and holding the same 

course.  As nearly as the crew could judge, the projectile-shaped device was about the size of their 

plane.  As it raced ahead, the pilots saw a while trail which they took to be exhaust vapor.  The DC-4 

was cruising at 220 mph.  It was only a matter of seconds before the strange green fireball had shot 

ahead.  Then -- to the crew's amazement -- the strange missile exploded, shooting red balls of fire in all 

directions. 

 

"It was like a "Fourth-of-July 'roman candle'," the First Officer said later. 

 

Stone looked up soberly as he finished the report. 

 

"That's new to me -- shooting out those red balls.  If they'd been close enough to hit the plane, it 

could have been curtains."  Then he paused.  "There was a Transocean DC-6 crash off Wake Island last 

July.  Have you heard anything about it?" 

 

"Yes.  But I thought it was just a routine accident.  I haven't seen the GAB report on it yet." 
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"It's still held up," Stone said.  "But I got part of the dope on it from a Transocean pilot that I know.  

It's a very strange thing.  This DC-6 was on a flight from Guam to Oakland.  They stopped for gas and to 

get a weather report at Wake.  Then about 7:00 am, they took off for Honolulu.  There were 50 

passengers and 8 in the crew.  The captain called in an hour-and-a-half later to say that everything was 

okay.  That's the lst report he made. 

 

"Now here's the odd part.  When they failed to call in again, the CAA at Wake started an emergency 

search.  The Coast Guard, the Navy, and the Air Force were all alerted.  Then -- and this is really weird -

- Wake Island radio picked up some very strange messages on the international distress frequency.  They 

couldn't make head-nor-tails of them.  While this search was going on, several plane crews and search 

vessels reported seeing green lights or fireballs. 

 

"Early the next morning, one of the search ships found an empty life raft and some bodies floating in 

the water.  From what wreckage they recovered, they could tell that the DC-6 had either dived in like a 

'bat out of hell' or gone to piece in the air.  There wasn't the slightest reason for it.  The plane had just 

been inspected and was in perfect shape.  The Transocean pilots say it's a complete mystery to them.  

They also say that Air Force Intelligence was in on it and the CAB has clammed up." 

 

Stone stopped and looked at me. 

 

"Well, what do you think?" he said. 

 

"I don't know, Ed.  The radio messages certainly sound queer.  But the green fireballs … could they 

have been flares sent up from one of the life rafts?" 

 

"Absolutely not.  That raft inflated itself after the wreck.  From the condition of the bodies and the 

wreckage, nobody could have lived for a second no matter how it occurred." 

 

"I'll ask Caperton about this," I said.  "I hope to Heaven that it wasn't caused by one of the missiles.  

That Kimross thing was bad enough.  And we know that was connected with the UFOs." 

 

Stone stood up.  "I don't want it to be true either.  But if there is any danger, I think pilots should b e 

told -- especially when they're carrying passengers." 

 

As Stone turned away, I went over to pick up my flight reservations.  I was flying to Canada that 

morning.  The green fireballs were missiles -- I had no doubt about that.  But why should one be aimed 

at an airliner?  It would be just wanton destruction … 

 

 

2 days later at North Bay, I talked with Flying Officer William Scott who was in charge of the 

RCAF Filter Center.  Scott told me that he took the flying-saucer reports seriously. 

 

"We've received several for which there is no normal explanation," he said.  "Whatever the UFOs 

are, they're worth our serious consideration." 

 

The next day at Ottawa, I met Wilbert B. Smith -- head of Canada's flying-saucer "Project 

Magnet".  I had known Smith since 1950 when he told me that Project Magnet reports indicated the 

saucers were interplanetary.  During my visit, Smith showed me the Shirley Bay flying-saucer 

observatory.  The equipment included an ionosphere reactor, an electrical device for measuring sound, a 

gamma-ray detector, and a gravimeter. 
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During my visit, I told Smith what I had learned since we last talked. 

 

"There's one thing that bothers me," I said.  "Remember, in 1950 we thought that the saucers must be 

remote-controlled.  That is, the one which made such sharp turns and speeded up so fast."  I told him 

about the Pearl Harbor report.  "This creature which the Navy pilot saw must have been able to 

withstand a terrific number of g's." 

 

"There have been some new developments," said Smith.  "I still believe the discs are using 

electromagnetic power.  Besides the Earth's magnetic field, there are tremendous forces in space which 

could be tapped.  It has been proved now that the Sun is a magnet like the Earth.  Undoubtedly all stars 

and planets are surrounded by magnetic fields.  There are millions-of-volts in the cosmic clouds of 

space.  This has been proved by the cosmic-ray bombardment of the Earth's atmosphere." 

 

Smith paused.  "The new point is this.  The discs may create their own gravitational field.  That is, 

they could nullify the pull of the Earth's gravity.  If this is true, then living creatures on board could 

withstand sharp turns and swift accelerations.  Actually, they would feel nothing unusual for the 

propelling the discs would apply simultaneously to every object and every being aboard.  They could 

turn sharply at 5,000 mph and never know it." 

 

But for Smith's background and his important position with the Canadian government, I might have 

discredited the idea.  The "anti-gravity shield" had been used as a device in hundreds of science-fiction 

stories, but I have never taken it seriously.  As a pilot, I knew of the powerful g-forces in even such 

ordinary maneuvers as pulling sharply out of a dive.  More than once I had felt myself rammed down in 

my sear with my vision blurred, though I had never blacked out completely.  The idea of a violent turn at 

5,000 mph -- without even feeling it -- was fantastic. 

 

Smith looked at me with a dry smile. 

 

"Don't take my word for it.  Ask some of your scientists down in the States.  That is, if you can get 

them to talk.  I think you'll find that your government is working feverishly on it." 

 

"Well, it is hard to believe," I said.  "If it's true, it would certain change the entire picture." 

 

"Part of the picture," said Smith.  "For instance, you might have a being from a planet like Jupiter 

where the gravity is 2-and-a-half times that of the Earth.  Such a creature would be accustomed to 

tremendous gravitational pull.  If he took a step here on Earth, he might bounce 30-or-40 feet in the air -- 

the way you might do on the Moon if you didn't wear weighted shoes.  But in a spaceship, the 

gravitational field could be made identical with that of any planet.  So your Jupiter 'man' -- or a creature 

used to a very light gravity like on Mars -- wouldn't feel any effects at all." 

 

"Could there be any other effects?" I asked. 

 

"Yes.  There's one that ties in with the saucers' silence -- why there's no sonic boom when the 

saucers go through the sound barrier." 

 

"If they're fairly high," I said, "you wouldn't hear a boom anyway." 

 

"Yes.  But if the discs do have their gravitational fields, then you wouldn't hear a sound at any 

altitude." 

 

"Why" I asked. 
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"Because the saucer wouldn't hit the sound barrier with a hard impact like a plane.  Instead, the air 

close to it would be dragged along with it by the gravitational field.  So there would be a cushion of air 

molecule around the saucer when it came to the barrier.  Beside this, I believe that there will be a corona 

discharge ahead of the saucer caused by the electromagnetic propulsion.  This would lessen the 

transmission of sound waves." 

 

The next day at the Department of Transport Building, I ha a brief talk with Deputy Minister 

Baldwin.  He told me that flying-saucer sightings were 'classified' by the Canadian Defense Research 

Board. 

 

"I'm surprised that they didn't keep the Shirley Bay Station under wraps," I said. 

 

"Perhaps it would have been better," said Mr. Baldwin.  "It received more publicity than anyone 

expected." 

 

Mr. Baldwin refused to tell me his opinions of the saucers.  "However," he said, "this Shirley Bay 

Station may give us the answers.  At least, we're making a serious effort to learn what the saucers are." 

 

After leaving Baldwin's office, I wondered whether I should have asked about the Kimross case 

since Canadian flyers had been involved in the search.  Instead, I decided to question Smith.  As head of 

the telecommunications section in charge of radio and TV monitoring, he was naturally an expert on 

radar. 

 

First, I put it up to him as a hypothetical question. 

 

"Suppose you saw the 'blips' of 2 aircraft -- both at the same altitude -- suddenly merge on a scope.  

What would you think?" 

 

"Obviously the 2 planes collided," Smith answered promptly. 

 

"If someone told you," I said, "that the 2 blips were actually from objects miles apart, what would 

you say?" 

 

"I'd say that he didn't know anything about radar," Smith replied.  "Why?  What's this all about?" 

 

:It was a saucer chase."  Then I explained what had happened. 

 

When I told him about the plane's disappearance and the Air Force explanation -- that the GCI 

operators had misread the scope -- Smith gave me an odd glance. 

 

"Very curious.  Very curious," he said.  He glanced thoughtfully out into the wintry sky. 

 

"Well," I said, "exactly what do you think happened?" 

 

Smith looked down at his desk for a moment. 

 

"Because of the statements your Air Force has made," he said slowly, "I'd rather not try to answer 

that." 

 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … …  …  …  … 
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Chapter 10 -- "Ground All Planes!" 
 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … …  …  …  … 

 

On the return trip from Kansas City, I changed planes at Chicago.  At the airport, I saw a front page 

United Press story from New Orleans headed "Moon Road Reported".  On the night on may 6, an 

experienced private astronomer -- Frank manning -- had sighted a strange broad line on the Moon 

running from a break in the rim of the crater Piccolomini.  Manning was using a 20-inch Cassigrain 

telescope with 2-powewr amplification -- much more powerful than the average amateur's equipment.  

But even with this magnification, no ordinary road would have shown up.  The "line" would have to be 

hundreds-of-feet wide -- possibly a tremendous highway or some kind of launching ramp. 

 

T the time, I didn't realize how carefully the 'silence group' was watching all Moon reports -- even 

those made by private astronomers.  Later -- with Manning's help -- I found out what had happened. 

 

When he sighted the strange "line", Manning immediately phoned Professor Frazier Thompson -- an 

astronomer at Tulane University.  In a few minutes, Thompson arrived and observed the strange 

markings with several other witnesses. 

 

At Professor Thompson's suggestion, Manning asked the United Press to notify Harvard 

Observatory.  But bad atmospheric conditions at Harvard prevented a clear view of the Moon. 

 

Unknown to Manning and Professor, the UP at New Orleans put the story on its wires. 

 

"Maybe it was just a coincidence," Manning told me months later, "but the next day-or-so a Navy 

captain and a couple of intelligence officers showed up.  They asked me who else saw the 'road' and lot 

of questions.  They were all dead serious. 

 

"Finally I asked what was back of all this.  Up to then, I hadn't called the line a 'road' -- that was the 

UP story.  So I asked the Navy captain why they were upset.  And if they thought that maybe someone 

was on the Moon.  But they wouldn't tell me anything." 

 

The UFO censors had good reason to be upset for Manning's discovery could lead to exposure of the 

secret Moon studies.  So far --though several big observatories including Palomar were making secret 

observations for the government -- nothing had become public.  But many so-called amateur 

astronomers were highly experienced.  And the dramatic Moon bridge announcement by Dr. H.P. 

Wilkins had caused hundreds of telescopes to be focused on the lunar sphere. 

 

Early in March, Dr. Wilkins had reported another surprising discovery on the Moon -- close to the 

mysterious bridge.  The new discovery, he announced, was the existence of a wide ravine with vertical 

sides and a perfectly flat floor.  This discovery -- said Dr. Wilkins -- was almost as surprising as that of 

the bridge. 

 

"That they should exist side-by-side is astonishing," he added. 

 

In view of his broadcast in December -- stressing the artificial appearance of the bridge -- this was as 

far as Wilkins could go without flatly saying that these were engineered structures. 
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Shortly after this -- in his new book entitled "Our Moon" -- Dr. Wilkins revealed his belief that a 

vast system of caves existed inside the Moon.  This huge network, he said, probably extended 50 miles 

below the surface. 

 

Dr. Wilkins' assertion could not fail to suggest one starting conclusion:  that an intelligent race might 

exist -- unseen -- inside the Moon. 

 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … …  …  …  … 

 

 

Chapter 12 -- Shadowed from Outer Space 
 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … …  …  …  … 

 

Then on the evening of June 30, the censors were startled by a cabled report from London.  The 

story was immediately headlined from coast-to-coast. 

 

At 5:0 pm the previous day, the British airline Centaurus had left New York's Idlewild Airport for a 

scheduled flight to London.  Operated by the BOAC (British Overseas Airways Corporation), this was a 

luxury plane -- a double-decked Stratocruiser equipped with berths and a cocktail lounge.  In command 

of this million-dollar ship was Captain James Howard -- a quiet, competent pilot 33-years-old.  During 

the War, Captain Howard had been a bomber pilot of the Royal Air Force.  As a BOAC pilot, he had 

crossed the Atlantic 265 times. 

 

Under Howard's command was a crew of 11 -- all veterans of the Atlantic "champagne and caviar" 

run. 

 

Flying at 19,000 feet, the Centaurus crossed the St. Lawrence River cruising at 270 mph.  In 45 

minutes, it was due to land at Goose Bay Air Force Base in Labrador to refuel for the ocean crossing. 

 

As Captain Howard was checking his arrival time, a dark object appeared a few miles to the left.  

Flying parallel to the plane, it was clearly visible in the light from the setting Sun.  Maneuvering around 

this mysterious craft were several small, round objects.  For a few moments, Captain Howard and his 

copilot First Office Lee Boyd watched in amazement.  Until then, Howard had been skeptical of flying-

saucer reports and Boyd had been only half-convinced. 

 

The smaller saucers appeared to be flying in-and-out of the larger ship, though the pilots could not 

be sure. 

 

Suddenly the mother ship changed its position, making it appear to change shape just as an airplane -

- seen from different angles -- assumes varying shapes. 

 

Both Howard and Boyd were convinced that the objects were solid.  And from the way the 6 small 

UFOs maneuvered, circling, and apparently boarding the mother ship, they were obviously under 

intelligent control. 

 

Calling Goose Bay Air Force Base, Boyd reported the strange formation.  Within seconds, 2 U.S. 

Sabrejet fighters were scrambled to meet the Centaurus. 
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By now, all the crew and some of the passengers had seen the saucer formation.  Had this been a 

cargo flight, Captain Howard might have risked a closer approach.  But with the lives of the crew and 51 

passengers to consider, he decided against it. 

 

The mother ship and its smaller saucers were still flying parallel to the Centaurus when one of the 

Sabrejet pilots radioed the airliner from a point 20 miles away.  The saucers -- Captain Howard told him 

-- were still pacing his plane. 

 

"I'll be there in 20or03 minutes," the Air Force pilot answered. 

 

Then a strange thing occurred. 

 

Quickly the 6 smaller craft merged with the mother hip.  Accelerating at tremendous speed, the 

larger machine vanished in a matter of seconds. 

 

Captain Howard and the first officer stared at each other.  For over 15 minutes the formation had 

kept pace with the Centaurus, probably watching it with high-powered instruments.  It could hardly be a 

coincidence that the 6 UFOs had hastily boarded the mother ship and fled at the precise moment when 

the Sabrejets approached.  Either their instruments had picked up the oncoming jets or they had heard 

the radio communications.  [StealthSkater note:  This is a common occurrence, such as when a 

Belgium Air Force Base commander ordered his fighters to be scrambled to intercept multiple 

UFOs circling the base.  As soon as that order was given, on the very next sweep of the radar 

screen all but 2 of the UFOs had disappeared from radar.  The commander was convinced that the 

UFOs had monitored his radio communications.] 

 

When the Stratocruiser landed at Goose Bay, U.S. Air Force Intelligence officers questioned the 

crew.  By midnight -- after the delayed airliner took off -- a secret report had been flashed to the States. 

 

The first flash reached the Pentagon just before midnight.  By morning, the full story was known by 

all the top UFO censors, the National Security Council, and the Central Intelligence Agency.  What they 

had feared most -- a significant encounter by veteran pilots -- had finally occurred.  This could be the 

'spark' that would set off the explosion.  Did they dare ask the British Air Ministry to silence the crew?  

The British would undoubtedly resent such a move.  It was better not to risk it and simply hope the Air 

ministry would see the need for secrecy. 

 

The day passed with no word.  For a while, the 'silence group' breathed easier.  Then the UP story 

broke. 

 

Late that afternoon, Bob Stirling called. 

 

"Don, I've got a terrific saucer dispatch." 

 

In his first brief report, Captain Howard had given few details.  But the main facts stood out.  The 

Centaurus had been followed for 80 miles by a mother ship and 6 smaller saucers.  And the formation 

had fled when interceptors approached. 

 

Stirling had barely hung up when Frank Edwards phoned.  He had just seen the story on a UP ticker. 

 

"I got the Pentagon," he said.  "The PIOs said they had absolutely no word on it." 

 

"They're covering up," I said.  "You can see why.  This thing could wreck the blackout." 
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That night, Frank and other newscasters featured the first BOAC story.  Next morning, it was 

headlined throughout the United States. 

 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … …  …  …  … 

 

Instead of silencing the crew, the British Air Ministry admitted that it was making a serious 

investigation.  All 11 members of the crew had signed a report agreeing on the details.  12 passengers 

also had confirmed the sighting -- the others had been either in their berths or the cocktail lounge during 

the hour of the excitement. 

 

Captain Howard was unwilling to speculate about the weird machines.  But the statement released by 

the ir ministry showed clearly what he believed. 

 

"They flashed into sight suddenly and they were obviously not aircraft," Captain Howard had said.  

"I could swear they were solid.  For 80 miles, they flew parallel to the Stratocruiser.  It was one large 

central object and 6 smaller objects maneuvering about it.  At first, it seemed shaped like a jellyfish.  

Then it appeared the shape of a dart." 

 

Within hours of Howard's statement, First Officer Boyd publicly stated the objects were undoubtedly 

spaceships.  Like his captain, Boyd had a distinguished record.  During the War, he had been a squadron 

leader in the famous Pathfinder Force.  He held the Distinguished Flying Cross and bars.  He also was a 

veteran of the transatlantic run. 

 

"What we saw was solid, maneuverable, and intelligently controlled," Boyd told the newsmen.  "We 

had a long time to watch them.  It was hard to judge accurately, but I believe the big ship was about 

twice the size of an average house; and the smaller ones were the size of our Stratocruiser." 

 

In the same press story, Navigator George Allen backed Boyd's story.  "I am absolutely convinced 

that the objects we saw were a base ship with a number of satellites." 

 

Other crewmembers -- Douglas Scott, radio officer; Daniel Godfrey and William Stewart, engineer 

officers; and Stewardess Daphne Webster gave identical reports the weird formation. 

 

In a significant footnote, one paper -- The Daily Express -- had added:  "Mars is closer to the Earth 

this week than at any time since 1939." 

 

The BOAC story had to be spiked.  And quickly.  But how to do it?  The ridicule trick was out -- 

these pilots and the crew were too experienced to be labeled fools.  The hint that they were deluded 

would anger millions of British people, and the Air Ministry might even release a full report. 

 

At noon, the UFO censors were still in a frenzy of uncertainty and stalling the Press with "no 

comment".  There was one possible out -- call the spaceships a "mirage".  It had worked before, but 

never against such highly competent observers. 

 

Then -- before a decision could be made -- a tragic report from Griffith Air Force Base stunned the 

UFO censors. 

 

That noon, a F-94 Starfire jet had been scrambled to check on an 'unknown' near Utica, New York.  

When the strange blip first showed on Air Defense radarscopes, the usual swift check had been made.  

But no aircraft was scheduled to be at that point.  Guided by Ground Control, the pilot climbed steeply 
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while his radar observer watched the rear cockpit scope.  By now, the pilot could actually see the 

'unknown' -- a strange gleaming object moving swiftly above.  Pulling into a tight climbing turn, he 

started to close the gap. 

 

At the same time, his radar observer started to call the 'unknown'.  There was no response. 

 

Until that moment, the Starfire's jet engine had been working perfectly.  Suddenly as the plane 

streaked toward the UFO, a wave of heat mysteriously filled the cockpit.  It was like the blast of a 

furnace.  Half-dazed, the pilot ran his eyes over the instruments.  There was no sign of trouble, but the 

stifling heat was increasing each second. 

 

Frantically he looked around.  The radar officer's face was a blur in the waves of heat.  At any 

moment, it seemed the whole plane might burst into flames. 

 

"Bail out!  Bail out!" he shouted. 

 

He jettisoned his canopy and seized the ejection lever.  He felt the jet jump as the radarman bailed 

out.  Half-blinded by sweat, he got a glimpse of the 'unknown' machine as it passed overhead.  There 

was one final blast of heat.  He pulled the ejection lever and was hurled out of the cockpit. 

 

Moments later with his senses still blurred, he saw the radarman's parachute below him.  Looking 

back at the F-94, he groaned.  The jet was plunging straight into the village of Walesville, New York.  

As he watched -- horrified -- it crashed in the heart of the town and burst into flames. 

 

After its headlong plunge, the F-94 struck 2 buildings and careened into a car.  4 people were killed -

- 2 of them children -- and another was seriously injured.  As swiftly as possible, Griffith Field officers 

located the 2 airmen and pieced out the strange story.  Still dazed, neither man could accurately describe 

the 'unknown' machine nor could they explain the sudden mysterious heat which had forced them to bail 

out. 

 

By Air Defense orders, interviews with the pilots were forbidden.  But the story of the crash spread 

quickly.  In some radio broadcasts, the 'unknown' object was called a flying saucer.  In others, an 

unidentified aircraft. 

 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … …  …  …  … 

 

That afternoon I had gone to the Mutual radio station in Washington to discuss the BOAC case with 

Frank Edwards.  While I was there, the story on the Walesville crash came in over the United Press wire.  

It described the mysterious head and the jet's intercept mission. 

 

At Frank's suggestion, I called the Air Force press desk and asked a PIO about the F-94 disaster. 

 

"Did you identify that unknown?" I asked him. 

 

"I can't answer that.  It's a classified Air Defense report." 

 

"If it was an unidentified plane -- as you releas says -- why should it be secret?" 

 

"Air Defense won't release it," he repeated. 

 

"Well, what caused that sudden heat in the cockpit?" 
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"We don't know the answer.  It could have been engine trouble.  It didn't burn until it hit." 

 

"That crash killed 4 people," I said.  "Unless it was on fire, what could have made the crew bail out 

that fast with half-a-dozen towns below?" 

 

There was a long silence. 

 

"I don't know," the PIO said.  "I honestly don't know." 

 

It sounded as if he were telling the truth.  Perhaps the facts were being kept from all but a few at the 

top level. 

 

Coming on top of the flurry of sightings, the Walesville disaster pointed up the need to kill off 

saucer publicity. 

 

Next day -- quoting a message from the Navy ice-breaker Edisto -- the Pentagon stated the Edisto's 

officers had seen the same "mirage" at Ungaba Bay, Canada -- hundreds of miles from the BOAC 

encounter.  In wording, the Edisto description was almost identical with Captain Howard's report to 

Intelligence:  "The object appeared to change shape like a jellyfish swimming to the westward.  It also 

appeared as a dart at times." 

 

Based on this report, another statement was released by the Northeast Air Defense Command:  "The 

sighting has been evaluated as an unknown natural phenomenon -- possibly a mirage." 

 

To anyone who knew the facts, this answer would seem fantastic. 

 

That the men on the Edisto -- miles away -- should have seen an identical formation at almost the 

same time as the BOAC was incredible enough in itself.  That their report should have been worded 

exactly like Captain Howard's seemed almost beyond belief. 

 

Since the Edisto could not be reached by the Press, no close questioning was possible. 

 

But weeks later, Captain Howard quietly punctured this convenient answer.  "At 19,000 feet, a 

mirage of what?  Our own aircraft?  No.  That would be a reflected shadow.  The shadow must fall on 

something to be visible.  And there was nothing.  The light from the setting Sun could not possibly 

throw a shadow toward itself." 

 

Captain Howard disclosed his opinion in the London Sunday Dispatch.  In an article called "We 

Were Shadowed from Outer Space", he said that there was only one explanation:  "It must have been 

some weird form of spaceship from another world.  If so, then another world was watching the 

Centaurus that night in June.  Watching -- waiting, maybe -- for what?  One day we shall know.  And 

that day -- I am sure -- will be pretty important for the human race.  I hope I am here to see it." 

 

 

Chapter 13 -- The Wilmington Exposé 
 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … …  …  …  … 
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Since Manning discovered the Moon "road" in May, scores of telescopes all over the Country had 

been trained on the Piccolomini crater.  But except for a few days when conditions were favorable, the 

strange markings could not be seen. 

 

On the night of July 6, however, the "road" was clearly seen at Darling Observatory in Duluth.  It 

was first picked up by Raymond Matushara who was using a 9-inch reflector telescope.  The peculiar 

marking was also seen by curator Frank Halstead and a score of others at the observatory. 

 

Halstead's published announcement gave the UFO censors a double jolt.  As he was a professional 

astronomer, his words carried weight.  But even worse, Halstead was convinced that the saucers were 

spaceships.  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … …  … 

 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … …  …  …  … 

 

Just after Frank signed off, the phone rang.  It was Captain Ed Stone, calling to tell me of something 

important that he had heard just before his flight to Washington.  I drove in and picked him up at the 

airport. 

 

"Maybe you've already heard this," he said, looking at me soberly.  "It's about that jet crash at 

Walesville, New York." 

 

"I know what the Air Force said.  They insist the jet was chasing an unidentified aircraft …" 

 

Stone shook his head.  "Obviously that's a cover-up."  He hesitated for a moment.  "Some of the 

Walesville people are pretty bitter.  Especially the relatives of the ones who were killed.  But if they 

knew the truth, they wouldn't blame the pilots." 

 

"I know that.  Even the Air Force said the heat was unbearable.  Do you have any of the details?" 

 

Stone looked somberly ahead of me as I turned from the airport road into the Mount Vernon 

highway. 

 

"I know this -- it came from outside.  It was so fast -- the crew told Intelligence -- they didn't have 

time to think.  You're a pilot.  You know that you'd never bail out over a town like that if you could 

possibly stick it out." 

 

"Unless the ship was on fire …" 

 

"Even then," said Stone, "pilots have stuck long enough to get away from cities.  And some poor 

devils have even ridden their planes down.  But these guys were hit so suddenly that they were almost 

out of their minds. One second everything was normal … then suddenly it was like an inferno.  

Whatever hit them, it must have come from that saucer." 

 

"You think it was some kind of heat beam?" 

 

Stone leaned over to reach the ash tray.  Under his pilot's cap, his silver-gray hair shone in the glow 

of the dash light. 

 

"It must have been that.  But why?  That's what scares me.  And when you tie it to the Kimross case 

…"  He stopped for a moment.  "Maybe that's what happed to the F-89 crew.   Heat beam could have 

made them bail out over Lake Superior.  And the jet could have flown on into the UFO." 
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"I don't know, Ed.  I've had some strange ideas about that case, but I can't find any proof at all.  One 

major told me it was not smart even to discuss the matter." 

 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … …  …  …  … 

 

Stone swore under his breath.  "This thing gets worse and worse," he said.  "It's like a nightmare." 

 

"It may sound silly now," I answered, "but I still say this space race may not be hostile.  I know how 

bad things look after the Kimross and Walesville crashes.  But remember this:  both times armed jets 

were chasing the saucers just as in the mantel case." 

 

"Have we actually fired at the UFOs?" 

 

"In 1949, the Air Force told me they had been ordered to 'get' a flying-saucer by any possible means.  

This was admitted by an Intelligence officer at the Pentagon -- Major Jere Boggs.  In front of General 

Sory Smith, Boggs told me that one Air Force pilot had fired at a saucer over New Jersey.  Later on, I 

found that fighters had fired at a UFO over Luke Field in 1945.  And recently I've had a dozen reports 

that Pacific convoy gunners fired at saucers circling their ships in World War II." 

 

Then It old Stone about the Port Townsend case when planes had been ordered grounded before 

armed fighters came in. 

 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … …  …  …  … 

 

On July 23 under Air Force pressure, the navy issued a new UFO order.  Though not a word 

appeared in the Press, I secured a copy covering the Washington area.  Issued by the Potomac River 

Naval Command, it was entitled PRNC 3820 - Code 03. 

 

Signed by Admiral T.B. Hill, this directive ordered immediate reporting of unidentified flying 

objects.  Using the code word "Flyobrpt", reports were to be phoned-or-teletyped to the following: 

 

1.  The Director of Air Force Intelligence 

2.  Air Technical Intelligence Center 

3.  C.O., Air Defense Command 

4.  C.O., Eastern Air Defense Command 

5.  Director of Naval Intelligence 

6.  C.O., Eastern Sea Frontier 

7.  Commandant, Potomac River Naval Command . 

 

To insure secrecy on the reports, the directive cited JANAP 146, AFR-200, and two previous Navy 

orders -- OPNAV 3820 and Directive 3820.2 by the Commander of the Eastern Sea Frontier. 

 

At fist when this new directive came out, it appeared to complete the "blackout".  No longer need the 

'silence group' fear disastrous leaks from Navy and Marine Corps pilots. 

 

Suddenly, however, the censors discovered that the Navy directive was unclassified.  If made public, 

it would force them reveal AFR-200 which contained the secrecy order and showed the serious official 

concern over the flying-saucers. 
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It was too late now for the Navy to classify the order.  Copies had gone to all PRNC commands.  

Quickly the Air Force ordered a new edition of AFR-200 without the "restricted" label. 

 

The second development had come just 2 days after the Wilmington story. 

 

In an interview cabled from England, Air Chief Marshal Lord Dowding confirmed earlier rumors of 

his belief in flying-saucers. 

 

"I am convinced the flying-saucers are real," said the veteran RAF leader.  "I believe they are 

machines controlled by intelligent beings from another planet." 

 

Following this, Marshal Dowding explained his reasons in a story carried by the London Dispatch.  

Citing more than 10,000 reports, he stated that saucers could not be secret weapons made on Earth.  

Confirmed speeds of over 9,000 mph in a thick atmosphere were on record.  No metal -- no material on 

Earth, he said -- could be driven through the air at such tremendous speed without destructive change. 

 

For the first time in recorded history -- Marshal Dowding added -- intelligent communication with 

other planet races now seemed possible. 

 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … …  …  …  … 

 

 

Chapter 15 -- The Invisible Saucers 
 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … …  …  …  … 

 

To see if I had missed any recent clue, I checked back through the October reports.  There was one 

aerial mystery.  But so far as I knew, it was not linked to the flying-saucers.  On October 12 an F-100 -- 

one of our latest type jets -- had disintegrated over California.  Investigators found that there had been 

no explosion as first reported.  Since the pilot had been killed, no one knew what had happened.  But 

there was evidence that the jet fighter had been torn apart by a powerful force. 

 

2 days after this, Lou Corbin called me to report another development. 

 

"Do you know anything about a 'crashed-object' program?" he asked me. 

 

"No.  Whose project is it?" 

 

"It's an Air Force deal, unless somebody's trying to trick me.  You've heard of the 4602
nd

 Air 

Intelligence Service Squadron, of course?" 

 

"Yes.  It's a 'hush-hush' unit.  They have investigators in all Air Defense Squadrons." 

 

"Well, I've been contact by one of them.  First I thought it might be some kind of hoax.  But I've 

double-checked.  He actually is with the 4602
nd

." 

 

"Sounds queer, Lou.  They're not supposed to talk to anyone outside of Intelligence." 

 

"I know.  But he may be under special orders.  Anyway, he's against the secrecy policy.  He told me 

that the 4602
nd

 had a special program called the 'Investigation of Unidentified Crashed Objects'." 
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"If it's true, that IS big," I said.  "It could mean that they've actually got their hands on some flying 

saucers." 

 

"He wouldn't admit that," said Corbin.  "But I got the impression that they had recovered some kind 

of 'objects' -- probably something dropped from a saucer." 

 

Before he hung up, Corbin told me of an odd incident on one of his recent programs. 

 

"I was interviewing 2 Air Force officers about their tie-in with the Civil Air Patrol.  One of them was 

a captain who had just returned from Alaska.  I happened to know that he had worked on the UFO 

investigation up there.  When we finished with the CAP, I asked him why the Air Force was so secretive 

about flying-saucers. 

 

"For a second, I thought he would blow up.  Then he got hold of himself and said he didn't know 

anything about the subject.  After we were off the air and back in my office, je jumped on me for 

springing the question on him.  We had quite a hassle and then -- all of a sudden -- he blurted this out:  

"What good would it do you if you did know the truth?" 

 

"Did anybody else hear it?" I asked him. 

 

"Yes.  Helen Brooks -- she's another WFBR announcer.  That's all I could get out of him.  He knew 

that he had said too much and he clammed up." 

 

Immediately after I talked with Corbin, I learned that 3 unexplained aircraft accidents had occurred 

on the night of the 28
th

 -- just before the saucers raced over Washington.  Any one of them would have 

been enough to upset the most stoic observer. 

 

Early in the evening, a Navy jet fighter made an emergency landing 5 miles at sea near Norfolk, 

Virginia.  Though the pilot was rescued, no explanation of the accident was made public.  A few hours 

after this, 2 twin-engined anti-sub patrol planes vanished offshore, also in the Norfolk area.  At their 

base in Norfolk, officers said neither crew had reported trouble in their last radio messages.  Though 

both planes were equipped with life rafts, no survivors were found. 

 

Then came the most dramatic development of all.  On Saturday night, October 31, a giant Navy 

transport carrying 42 persons also disappeared somewhere over the Atlantic.  In a routine flight, the 4-

engine Super Constellation had taken off from Patuxent, Maryland carrying Navy personnel and 2-or-3 

Navy families to a base in the Azores.  As in the other cases, there had been no SOS, no indication of 

trouble -- only an ominous silence after the last routine radio report. 

 

For 4 days, the aircraft carrier Leyte and 29 other vessels combed a wide area.  At the same time, 

aircraft crews scanned an expanse 200 miles on each side of the missing transport's course. 

 

But not a trace was found.  No wreckage, no bodies -- nothing. 

 

Though I knew of no link with the flying-saucers, this case reminded me inevitably of the F-89 

disappearance over Lake Superior.  It was almost a year since that fateful night in 1953 when the 

Kimross jet had been lost. 

 

I was still thinking about the Kimross mystery when an airmail letter from London brought me a 

baffling new report. 
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One day in late September as UFO sightings were increasing all over Europe, the British War Office 

received an incredible radar report.  At noon on the preceding day, a strange U-formation had appeared 

on a civilian radarscope.  Counting the "blips", the operator found the formation consisted of 40-or-50 

UFOs covering an area 12 miles long and 8 miles wide.  Flying west at 12,000 feet, the saucers changed 

with a precise movement from a U-formation to 2 parallel lines.  A few moments later, these lines broke 

and the UFOs reformed in a perfect 'Z'. 

 

Incredulous at first, the War Office and the Air Ministry started a routine investigation.  It had hardly 

begun when the mysterious UFOs returned.  As before, they arrived at noon over the same area.  Like a 

well-trained aircraft squadron, they changed precisely from the first U-formation to parallel lines and 

then to the final 'Z' before they disappeared. 

 

At a score of War Office and Air Ministry radar stations, astonished operators fully confirmed the 

first report.  Though the Air Ministry was sure that these were no British aircraft, a quick check was 

made.  In addition, British Intelligence agents on the continent searched for a clue to the mystery 

formation.  But no one in Europe had seen the strange machines. 

 

Up to then, each time that radar had caught the objects over England, cloudy skies had hidden them 

from the ground.  But the 3
rd

 appearance came a b right clear day.  By now not only radar stations but 

also RAF bases and jet patrols had been put on the alert. 

 

As before, the familiar formation appeared at noon.  Again the unknown craft separated into 2 

parallel lines and then formed the huge 'Z'.  But this time, the War Office mad a startling discovery. 

 

Though tracked perfectly on all radarscopes, the UFO formation was invisible to the human 

eye. 

 

Even with all the official evidence, some members of the Air Ministry refused to believe the reports.  

All radar stations were ordered to recheck their equipment.  When the equipment was found to be in 

order, Civil Defense plane-spotters and the RAF were ordered to maintain special alerts. 

 

4 more times the mystery formation returned at noon, performing its strange maneuvers over the 

area.  Each time ground observers trained binoculars on the area indicated by radar.  Each time RAF 

pilots flying above 12,000 feet stared down from the jets, looking for the unknown machines. 

 

But all they could see was an empty sky. 

 

For over a month, this story was kept from the public.  Then some of the details confirmed by the 

British War Office appeared in the London Sunday Dispatch under a 6-column double0-banner deadline 

"Strange Sights in Sky Baffle War Office". 

 

Though the headlines mentioned "sights", this dramatic new story explained that the mysterious 

formation had never been actually seen. 

 

"They are invisible to the human eye," a War Office spokesman told the Dispatch.  "Every time, they 

have followed the same pattern -- always around mid-day.  All our radar sets in the area have picked 

them up." 

 

Neither the War Office or the Air Ministry could explain what the radar blips meant.  But a careful 

check had shown that they were not caused by any identifiable aircraft. 
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When the Dispatch asked what the objects could be, the War Office spokesman said that he had been 

given top-level orders to "maintain the utmost secrecy". 

 

Then he added, "Even if I did know what they are, I am too worried to say anything." 

 

Of all the saucer reports, this was one of the most baffling. 

 

Flying-saucer formations -- usually Vs -- had been sighted several times.  And in a few cases, 

formations had actually changed ass at Hamilton Air Force Base in California on August 3.  On that 

occasion, several discs which had flown in a circle were seen by Air Force pilots to take up a diamond-

shaped formation. 

 

But invisible UFOS …  that was hard to believe.  Had the story not been backed by the staid British 

War Office and reported by the highly reputable London Dispatch, I would have though it a hoax. 

 

Listing the key points, I tried to reach Senior Radar Controller Harry Barnes.  But the Control Center 

told me that he had just gone off duty.  When I phoned Paul Redell, I found that he was getting ready to 

return to the Coast for an indefinite stay. 

 

"I'm tied up with office conferences all day," he told me.  "If you want to meet me at the airport this 

evening, we might have a few minutes …" 

 

"Let me come in and drive you out," I suggested.  "We can talk on the way." 

 

That evening, I picked him up at his 'F' Street hotel.  A we swung south on 14
th

 Street, I started to 

tell about the repor from London. 

 

But he interrupted. 

 

"Yes, I know about it.  And I'm pretty sure it's happened here too." 

 

"Paul, this floors me.  I've always thought of the saucers as solid objects, probably metallic …" 

 

"So have I," said Redell.  "I still do." 

 

I stared across at him as we stopped for traffic at Pennsylvania Avenue. 

 

"Don't tell me you believe in this 'dematerialization' business!" 

 

"The 4
th

 dimension?  That hasn't anything to do with it," he said. 

 

"Then how can the things make themselves invisible?" 

 

Redell did not answer until we crossed the avenue and were passing the Commerce Building. 

 

"Look", he said, "I'm not trying to be mysterious.  But I believe that the answer is tied in with some 

highly-classified research that I've heard about.  Even though our company isn't working on it, I can't 

say a thing." 

 

"Can you tell me this?" I asked him.  "This 'secret research' …  I know we're trying to duplicate the 

saucers as fast as possible.  Do you mean that we already know about the invisibility angle and are 
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trying to achieve that too?"  [StealthSkater note: If it were radar and not optical invisibility, I would 

think it was stealth technology.] 

 

Redell considered for a moment … and then shook his head.  "I'm sorry, Don, but I can't answer that 

either.  There's one lead I can give you because it's on the record.  Do you remember some strange radar 

reports in World War II about phantom objects?  They later called it the 'ghost of Nansei-shoto'." 

 

"I ought to know it," I answered.  "It just happens I know the Combat Intelligence Center officer 

who made that first report.  His name is James Dawson and he lives in Washington.  In fact, he gave me 

a report on the incident." 

 

Redell makde a quick gesture. 

 

"All right.  Check it over.  The Nansei-shoto thing is exactly the same as what happened over 

England.  Someday when the lid is lifted, I'll explain it." 

 

We rode along in silence for a few minutes.  I tried to puzzle out Redell's meaning.  Then as we 

started across the highway bridge, I remembered another question I had meant to ask him some time 

ago. 

 

"Paul, do yo remember I told you about that F-89 incident -- the plane that was lost over Lake 

Superior?" 

 

When Redell did not answer after a moment, I took a quick look at him.  He was eyeing me 

curiously. 

 

"What made you bring that up?" he said. 

 

"I had meant to ask you several times.  I just remembered." 

 

"The reason I asked," said Redell, "was that it might …  Don, I'm not trying to be coy.  But this also 

could be tied in with the same deal.  That is, it may be hooked to one basic fact …  and that's the thing I 

can't talk about." 

 

"Then you know what happened to the F-89?" 

 

Redell hesitated, looking out thoughtfully over the Potomac.  As we reached the end of the bridge 

and circled down toward the Mount Vernon Boulevard, he glanced back. 

 

"I don't 'know' what happened.  But there's one theoretical possibility." 

 

That was all he would say.  As I let him out at the airport, I asked one final questin. 

 

"Paul, this possibility that you mentioned.  If it's right, would it mean 'good' or 'bad' news?" 

 

"God only knows," he replied. 

 

The discovery of visible saucers had been serious enough since normal aircraft were helpless against 

them. But at least they could be seen and -- if necessary -- attacked with guided missiles.  The discovery 

now of invisible flying-saucers would be enough to frighten anyone. 
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When I got home, I looped up the report that Dawson had given me on the Nansei-shoto riddle.  

During World War II, Dawson had been a Combat Information Center officer aboard an aircraft carrier.  

His job -- like that of other CIC officers -- was to direct fighter aircraft on task-force missions and to 

supply combat information to the task-force commanders.  In the last year of the War, he had taken part 

in the main Okinawa attack and helped direct numerous air strikes and anti-sub patrols in the last bloody 

struggle to crush Japan. 

 

At the time covered by this report, Dawson's task force was patrolling the Nansei-shoto Archipelago 

-- a group of rocky little islands south of Okinawa.  Working with other task forces, their planes 

pounded the air bases on the Nansei-shoto Islands (Ryu Kyu Islands) to prevent their attacking our 

landing forces at Okinawa. 

 

It was during this time that Dawson and the CIC men met the "ghost of Nansei-shoto". 

 

It was a bright day with clouds scattered at 5,000 feet.  Down in the CIC of Dawson's carrier, he and 

2 intercept officers sat before a huge round radarscope with its greenish-white glow reflecting on their 

faces.  Watching the glass screen, Dawson could see all the task-force ships -- the 2 carriers with their 

escort cruisers and destroyers -- and also all aircraft within a radius of 100 miles. 

 

In front of the 3 officers was a large transparent plotting board.  2 plotters with headphones stood 

ready to mark the position of any aircraft. 

 

To the rear in a darkened cubicle, a Navy radar operator kept a constant watch on his scope.  He 

reported every change at 30-second intervals. 

 

On this particular day, most of the task-force planes were absent on a support mission.  Only 12 

remained to protect the ship -- 4 in the air and 4 on each of the 2 carriers' flight decks. 

 

Dawson was checking the latest weather reports when one of the intercept offices gave an 

exclamation.  Quickly Dawson looked toward the huge plexiglass plotting board.  Marking down a new 

radar report, one plotter had just drawn a huge circled 'X' at a point 120 miles from the carrier.  

Moments later, he marked 'VL' beside it -- the symbol for a very large blip. 

 

Dawson grabbed a handphone connected with the radar operator. 

 

"What's that large plot you just sent?" he demanded. 

 

"Looks like 200 or 300 bogeys," the answser came back. 

 

Second later, a plotter penciled the ominous words on the board:  200 to 300 aircraft, unidentified. 

 

Almost unable to believe the report, Dawson looked down at the scope before him.  But there it was 

-- a huge greenish-white blob now on the verge on the 100-mile circle. 

 

He turned swiftly to one intercept officer. 

 

"Try to get the speed estimate," he said. 

 

The officer made a quick check.  "I don't believe it," he muttered. 

 

"What is it?" said Dawson. 
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"It's 650 knots," the intercept officer told him. 

 

For a moment, intense quiet fell over the Combat Information Center.  There was no plane on Earth 

that could make 650 knots (almost 700 mph).  Or was it possibly the Japanese had somehow pulled a 

miracle and secretly built a huge force of supersonic planes? 

 

It couldn't be … and Dawson knew it. 

 

But no matter what it was, this was a mass raid coming in rapidly from the northeast.  And all they 

had to oppose them were 12 inferior fighters.  Quickly the CIC men flashed word to the bridge.  A 

second later the "General Quarters" alarm clanged through the loudspeaker system.  Up on the flight 

deck, 4 engines roared into life. 

 

12 propeller-driven fighters against that horde of fast mystery machines!  It was pitifully small, 

Dawson though firmly.  Yet it was all they could do.  As the 8 remaining planes of the task-force roared 

off toward the mystery raiders, Dawson looked attain at the plotting board. 

 

The unknown raiders -- flying at 12,000 feet -- were 80 miles away.  Then as Dawson watched, 2 

"arms" began to extend like curving tentacles from the main body of the approaching mass.  Dawson 

groaned.  They were spreading out as if to cover the entire task-force of Navy vessels. 

 

At Dawson's direction, the Navy planes -- now 45 miles away -- were flying at 15,000 feet.  Tautly 

the CIC men watched the blips of the fighters as they neared the massed unknowns. 

 

"Bogeys now 20 miles," rapped one of the intercept officers, calling off the distance from the objects 

to the planes.  And abruptly all 3 officers stared at one another.  The visibility at that height was 50 

miles.  Long before now, the mystery formation should have been sighted by the pilots.   

 

"Bogeys now only 10 miles …  5 miles …  3 miles …  look down, look down!" 

 

For 5-or-10 seconds, the loudspeakers were silent.  Then came the senior pilot's reply. 

 

"Nothing in sight …  no bogeys … nothing!' 

 

Dumfounded, Dawson and the others sat still for a moment.  The blips of the unknown craft were 

still racing toward the carriers and their escort ships.  Hurriedly recalling the fighters, Dawson seized his 

phone and warned the bridge of the impending attack. 

 

"You're crazy!" the captain shouted.  "There's nothing in sight.  What-the-hell's going on down 

there?" 

 

Dawson stared back at the scope.  The raiders -- closing at terrific speed -- were now only 5 miles 

away.  Dropping his phone, he ran out to the catwalk beside the flight deck. 

 

But there was only empty blue sky above. 

 

Later Dawson learned that the fighter detector on the flagship had seen the phantom machines on a 

radarscope.  In the weeks that followed, other Navy CIC men tracked similar invisible craft. 
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After the War, the Navy officially confirmed the "ghost of Nansei-shoto".  But even 6 years later 

when I first met James Dawson, no explanation had ever been found.  Or at least made public. 

 

"Whatever the answer," Dawson told me, "I hope they'll continue to be neutral.  It's not a pleasant 

thing to sit there helplessly and watch those 'invisible' aircraft close in on you." 

 

 

Chapter 17 -- Oberth and the G-Field 
 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … …  …  …  … 

 

…  There had already been one hint despite Pentagon precautions.  During a meeting aviation 

leaders in New York on January 25, G.S. Trimble -- vice-president of advanced design for the Glenn L. 

Martin Aircraft Company -- had made an amazing disclosure. 

 

"Unlimited power, freedom from gravitational attraction, and infinitely short travel time are now 

becoming feasible," he told the Press.  Then he added that eventually all commercial air transportation 

would be in vehicles operating on these fantastic principles. 

 

And it did seem fantastic that machines could float in the air completely free from the pull of the 

Earth's gravity. 

 

At the same meeting, Dr. Walter R. Dornberger -- guided-missile consultant for the Bell Aircraft 

Corporation -- predicted that airlines would eventually travel at speeds of 10,000 mph.  Though he did 

not mention gravitational field propulsion, the implication was clear. 

 

2 days after these statements were made, I received an airmail letter from Redell containing a 

clipping of the AP's interview with William P. Lear, a manufacturer of aircraft and electronic 

equipment..  Circling the gravitational-field item with red crayon, Redell had attached a one-line memo 

which read:  "Now you know." 

 

For several minutes I puzzled over the words.  It was plain, of course, that the "anti-G" research was 

the subject that Redell had previously refused to discuss.  But his cryptic words hinted at far more than 

that.  Perhaps a missing link in the Kimross mystery or a key to the "invisible saucers" riddle. 

 

Until this time, I had not dug deeply into the antigravitational field theory.  But the idea itself was 

not new; it had been used by science-fiction writers for many years.  For that very reason, perhaps, the 

"antigravity" suggestion had been widely ridiculed. 

 

As a pilot, I myself had once scoffed at the suggestion.  Until Einstein published his famous Unified 

Field Theory, there had been little scientific backing for this idea. 

 

Even after Einstein's announcement that electricity, magnetism, and gravity were all manifestations 

of one force, few people had fully accepted the thought that we might someday neutralize gravity.  But 

as Wilbert Smith had told me, there were important scientists who did believe it. 

 

Only a few days before Lear's startling announcement, I had received a letter from Professor 

Hermann Oberth in answer to several questions I had asked him.  After giving me permission to quote 

his stated belief that the saucers were spaceships manned by superior beings, Professor Oberth 

mentioned the electromagnetic-propulsion theory.  In his opinion, he said, this was not the true 

explanation for the flying-saucers' operation.  Instead, he told me that the saucers probably created their 
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own gravitational fields which would allow them to hover motionless above the Earth, accelerate at 

tremendous speed, and make violent turns that would cause ordinary aircraft to disintegrate. 

 

Along with his letter, Professor sent me a copy of a lecture that he had recently given in Germany.  

As soon as possible, I had the lecture translated.  It was a concise and revealing statement.  In his talk -- 

given to both German scientists and the general public -- Professor Oberth had confirmed authentic 

reports of flying discs and elliptical or cigar-shaped machines.  In agreement with our Air Force 

Intelligence reports, he stated that in sunlight the discs had a metallic glow and that at night their colors 

changed from dark orange to red, then to yellow, and then to a dazzling white as they reached top 

speeds. 

 

With ordinary methods of propulsion, he said, their accelerations would be so great that any 

creatures aboard would be crushed against the sides or rear of the machine.  But there was one method 

which would eliminate this problem and also explain all UFO reports.  This -- Professor declared -- 

would be the creation of artificial G-fields. 

 

First, he explained, even the most dangerous acceleration would not harm any beings aboard for the 

propulsion would apply simultaneously to them as well as to the spaceship.  Even when a saucer made 

swift changes of speed and direction, passengers would feel no effect. 

 

Second, the G-field would enable spaceships to reach extremely high velocities -- even approaching 

the speed-of-light. 

 

Third, the G-field would also explain the silence of the UFOs.  Because of the saucer's own 

gravitational pull, the surrounding air would be dragged along with it.  As a result, there would be no air 

eddies, no turbulence, and no sound. 

 

Fourth, Professor Oberth declared that the variation in saucers' glow could be accounted for by the 

transformation of what he called "obstructive rays" into rays made up of longer waves, which would 

release light and electricity. 

 

In addition to these points, there were several others which Professor Oberth's analysis explained.  

One ws the lack of frictional heat during the UFOs' swift passage through our atmosphere.  Even at 

much lower speeds, ordinary metal alloys would melt.  It had therefore been believed that the saucers 

were constructed of some unknown metal capable of withstanding the tremendously high temperatures. 

 

But with a G-field, this would not be required.  For the same principle which accounted for the 

UFOs' silence also explained why they did not burn up when traveling at thousands-of-miles an hour.  

Since the gravitational field would draw the surrounding air along with the saucer, there would be no 

friction against the machine itself to cause overheating. 

 

If artificial gravitational fields were the key to the saucers' operation, this would alter one commonly 

held belief:  that most of the "saucers" were under remote control.  For -- as Professor Oberth had 

pointed out -- even the most violent maneuvers would not disturb passengers or crews aboard.  And, 

undoubtedly, beings who could create artificial G-fields would be able to vary and control them so that 

even if the UFO creatures came from a planet with a gravity far different than the Earth's, they could 

probably create -- inside their spaceships -- the identical conditions which existed on their planet. 

 

But I still had no idea how such G-fields could be created.  From Redell's hint and from statements 

by Trimbell and Lear, it was evident that our own scientists had found the key -- and almost certainly -- 

by analyzing the UFOs' operations. 
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Thinking back to my earlier talk with Redell, I suddenly remembered how Wilbert Smith also had 

evaded my questions on the Kimross mystery.  Because of Smith's official position, I did not feel free to 

query him again.  But I dashed off a note to Redell asking him 2 questions: 

 

"Would light rays be bent by a G-field?  And could such a G-field be instantly reversed? 

 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … …  …  …  … 

 

 

Chapter 18 -- Redell Explains a Riddle 
 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … …  …  …  … 

 

The next item added to the analysis list was labeled "Runaway Rockets".  For more than 2 years, I 

had heard rumors that one-or-two rockets fired at White Sands had failed to return to earth.  But even the 

powerful 2-stage V-2 Wac-Corporal rocket had a vertical range of only 250 miles.  Without a great 

increase in power, it seemed impossible for any of our rockets to have escaped from the Earth's 

gravitational pull. 

 

Yet within recent weeks, I had received new confirmation of the rumor from a source I believed 

credible.  Not only had a V-2 disappeared, he said, but also a Nike rocket fired in a routine test.  This 

last seem to me almost unbelievable since a Nike's range is far less than that of a V-2.  But my informant 

swore that it had occurred. 

 

The third item involved a French Air Force pilot.  As in the Walesville case, the pilot was pursuing a 

flying-saucer.  Suddenly a mysterious heat filled the cockpit.  Though half-dazed, he managed to make a 

violent turn away from the object.  He was sure that the UFO had caused the strange heat, though he 

could offer no explanation as to how it had been accomplished. 

 

I also listed a recent report given me by Lieutenant Commander Frank Thomas.  According to 

Thomas, a peculiar object had fallen near Washington during the mass saucer sightings in 1952.  

Retrieved by a naval officer, it was later analyzed by the Bureau of Standards. 

 

From the description that Thomas gave me, I realized it was similar to the object which had crashed 

through the house at Sylacuga, Alabama.  However, one side of it was flat with odd markings as if it had 

been milled.  During tests, the unknown substance proved to be fire-resistant. 

 

But the analysis, Thomas said, had failed to determine whether it was an artificially-constructed 

object or a fragment of some unknown type of meteorite.  Afterward, the object had been sent to Wilbert 

Smith at Ottawa, Canada for further analysis by Project Magnet engineers. 

 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … …  …  …  … 

 

…  I eyed him curiously a moment. 

 

"When I last saw you, Paul [Redell], you didn't talk like this.  You seemed to think there might be a 

real chance of danger." 

 

"Yes, I know.  But I've done a lot of thinking since then.  There have been some new angles …" he 

broke off.  "I see the next item on your chart is marked 'bird deaths'.  Now that's one I never heard of." 
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I brought out the files and showed him the reports. 

 

"There's no proof of any tie-in with the saucers," I explained.  "But there were UFO reports in the 

Maryland area on the night that the birds fell at Friendship Airport.  However, that may have been pure 

coincidence." 

 

Redell read the news reports. 

 

"There's one possible explanation," he said thoughtfully.  "On each of those nights, one-or-more 

saucers may have passed over the area.  If even one disc flew close enough to any birds, the saucer's 

gravitational field would pull them in against the ship hard enough to kill-or-injure them. 

 

"A single UFO could pick up a large number of birds -- a few at a time -- while flying over a wide 

area.  Later, whoever was in control could have momentarily reduced the G-field, dropping all the birds 

in one spot." 

 

"If the saucers do operate by G-fields," I said, "I think you've hit it." 

 

Redell reached into a pocket for his tobacco pouch.  After he lighted his pipe, he ran his eye down 

the other items to be analyzed.  As I'd expected, he immediately linked 2 of them with gravitational field 

effects.  One was the "angel's hair" phenomenon.  The other was the radio and television interference 

frequently linked with the flying-saucers. 

 

"That interference is fairly easy to understand," said Redell.  "A powerful electromagnetic field 

certainly can interfere with radio and television reception.  And the creation of such a field by the 

saucers is consistent with Einstein's Unified Field Theory. 

 

"The 'angel's hair' phenomenon is also explainable," Redell continued. 

 

"It seems fairly clear that the 'angel's hair' is caused by ionization from the saucers' discharge and the 

action of the G-field upon it.  That's not original with me," he added.  "I think it was first suggested by a 

Frenchman name Plantier.  You'll find it discussed more fully in a book called 'Lueurs sur les soucoupes 

volantes' by Aimé Michel." 

 

Even before this, I had Michel's discussion of the Plantier theory. 

 

In most respects, Plantier's analysis agreed closely with that of Professor Hermann Oberth.  But 

whereas Oberth had not explained how a G-field could be achieved, Plantier suggested that the saucers' 

G-fields were created by means of cosmic radiation. 

 

For several years, cosmic forces in outer space had been known to be tremendous.  On July 8, 1954, 

Dr. Marcel Schein -- an authority on nucelar physics at the University of Chicago -- reported his 

discovery of a tiny cosmic particle with a force of 10 million billion volts.  With such colossal power 

available in space, it was only a question of how it could be harnessed for propulsion. 

 

Through the use of cosmic rays -- Plantier said -- a spaceship could be surrounded by a powerful 

gravitational force field which could be varied-and-directed at will.  It would be possible -- by orienting 

the G-field -- not only to attract but also to repulse any approaching object. 
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Also, according to Plantier, the ionization of the atmosphere in the wake of the craft would -- as a 

result of the intensity of the G-field -- be sufficient to produce ultra-heavy particles.  These -- in contact 

with the elements in the surrounding air -- would cause novel chemical reactions.  In other words, 

"angel's hair".  As the ionization decreased, the "angel's hair" would disintegrate. 

 

"This 'angel's hair' answsewr might also explain that blue rain in Canada," I said to Redell. 

 

Redell read the "blue rain" report. 

 

"Yes," he said.  "Some of the rain drop would absorb the 'angel's hair' radioactivity, and the chemical 

effect would cause the rain to change color. 

 

"Plantier also has an explanation for the strange sky quakes.  If the force-field broke down while the 

UFO was flying at tremendous speed, the surrounding air would cease to be carried along with the 

machine.  According to Plantier, the UFO would collide with motionless air, causing it to disintegrate 

with a bright flash and a thunderous roar." 

 

[StealthSkater note:  Updated material on Plantier was found at 

http://ufo.cjscreations.com/photos/nellis/ which dealt with an "Area S-30" UFO at Dreamland: 

 

NASA/NACA aeronautical research engineer Paul Hill in his book 

"Unconventional Flying Objects" felt that the indefinite profile often reported for 

UFOs was the result of the ionized atmospheric gas or plasma surrounding the craft, 

which lights up the surrounding air like a neon sign.  Plasmas-- in addition to 

radiating light -- also absorb light at the same frequencies.  Light from the edges of 

the craft must pass through a greater region of plasma to reach the eye or camera.  If 

the plasma is particularly dense, the light is fully absorbed by the plasma and 

randomly re-radiate or scattered.  As a result, the edges of the craft are indefinite, 

appearing fuzzy and luminous or the "cotton ball" effect.  The more central region, 

however, has a shorter path length to the eye and may thus be visible through the 

plasma, though still distorted.  Darkened regions could conceivably be the result of 

plasma absorption of light in the visible spectrum, with re-radiation primarily in the 

non-visible such as ultraviolet and infrared.  But this is more speculative. 

 

A French Air Force officer and pilot named Lt. Plantier originally predicted the 

existence of a very dark spot associated with UFOs as a direct consequence of field 

propulsion technology.  Plantier likewise hypothesized that the propulsion system 

would ionize the surrounding air and produce a self-luminous, fuzzy appearance.*  

The darkened area would be the result of cancellation of the field and ionization in 

certain regions, enabling the craft to maneuver.  Plantier's the stories were originally 

published in "Forces Aeriennes Francaises," Sept. 1953, and later rescued from 

oblivion by French UFO researcher Aime' Michel in his book "The Truth About 

Flying Saucers" who summarized Plantier's explanation of the blackened area as 

follows:  

 

The Off Center Spot  

 

Here certainly is a detail impossible to invent, at least by witnesses who have 

never heard of it.  How could a number of people independently invent something 

apparently so meaningless a less-luminous spot moving about on a saucer at each 

"turn of the rudder"?  Now Plantier not only explains the spot, but he also predicted it 

http://ufo.cjscreations.com/photos/nellis/
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in his machine before it had been observed.  In the passage devoted to the orientation 

of the engine (loc. Cit. P. 238), he states that the change of orientation (i.e. of 

inclination) will be obtained by de-centering the resultant of the force field.  This 

would be accomplished by means of a movable screen, which would nullify or 

attenuate the effect of the field on the surface covered by it.  Since the ionization 

effects would vary according to the field strength, the position of the screen would be 

visible from the outside-to an observer on the ground, for example.  The spot in 

question can be seen quite clearly on the photograph taken by M. Fregnale at Lake 

Chauvet.  And we can predict that in photographs of saucers one part of the object 

will be underexposed if the exposure is adjusted to its average luminosity: there will 

always be a dark shadow in the vicinity of the center [Michel, 1957]. 

 

[*Inventor Tom Skeggs told me that he had "viewed" a black fuzzy object during 

his remote-viewing scans of the Dreamland complex.  He was trying to investigate 

the claims made by Bob Lazar and others.  Read more at doc   pdf   URL  ] 

 

 

"That certainly fits the Dieppe report," I said.  "Also that case in New Zealand where a cigar-shaped 

object was seen to explode over the Southern Alps." 

 

"And it would also fit the saucer explosion over New Mexico last April," said Redell.  "It looks as if 

Plantier may have the right explanation." 

 

"One point we haven't covered, Paul -- those invisible saucers over England.  I think I know the 

answer.  Remember I wrote to you and asked if a G-field would bend light rays?" 

 

Redell gave me an apologetic grin. 

 

"I'm sorry … I mean to answer you.  I think you're right.  I think that is the answer.  You remember 

that Einstein proved that rays from stars are deflected by the gravitational field of the Sun?" 

 

"Yes, that's what put me on to the idea." 

 

"Well, it's now fully accepted that all light rays are deflected by a strong gravitational field.  

Apparently the G-field around a single saucer isn't enough to cause this effect.  But with a large number 

of saucers in formation, the G-fields would be strong enough to deflect the light rays at such an angle 

that the saucers would be invisible." 

 

"I think that's the answer in the English case.  It would also explain the 'ghost of Nansei-shoto'.  

Apparently Dawson and the other CIC men were right:  they were actually tracking a huge saucer 

formation."  [StealthSkater note: … in which case, this happened before the Kenneth Arnold 

sightings, Roswell, and the rest of what are normally considered to be the beginning of modern-

day UFO events] 

 

Next I laid out the London Dispatch story describing the curious 'Z' and 'U' formations tracked by 

English radar operators.  Redell glanced at the headlines. 

 

"I saw that," Redell said.  "I can't help but think that the UFOs were trying to signal our planet, 

forming the same letters every day." 

 

../../Stealthskater/PX.doc#Skeggs
../../Stealthskater_PDF/PX.pdf#Skeggs
http://www.stealthskater.com/PX.htm#Skeggs
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"Yes, but signaling like that doesn't make sense.  If the saucer beings wanted to communicate with 

us …" 

 

"They may not be able to communicate," Redell pointed out.  "In the first place, they'd have to 

unscramble at least 20 languages -- not to mention the dialects -- to get an accurate picture of life in our 

world.  Now here on Earth, if you meet a foreigner, you can point to some familiar object like a loaf of 

bread, a bus, or maybe a girl coming down the street.  Then you say your 'word' for it and he says his.  

That's how the first linguists got started.  But the space creatures can't do that …" 

 

"Then how would they know our alphabet to form those 'Z' and 'U' letters?" 

 

"Perhaps from seeing big signs on tops of buildings, for one thing," said Redell.  You know the ones 

that name a city with an arrow pointing to the airport.  And there are thousands of other signs that could 

be photographed from miles up with long-range cameras or picked up by a TV-type of scanner." 

 

Redell reached for an ashtray and emptied the ashes from his pipe. 

 

"Why do you think they formed those letters?" I said. 

 

Redell hesitated.  "Maybe they had a meaning.  But I think it was probably just to get attention -- to 

show our world that they are intelligent beings.  They probably expected some answer that would show 

that we understood.  Unfortunately, there's been no organized program to signal the saucers.  Or if there 

was, it's been kept strictly secret."  [StealthSkater note:  remember, this was written in 1955!] 

 

"This certainly upsets a lot of my ideas," I confessed.  "But it could explain one thing:  that huge 'W' 

on Mars which the Carnegie Institution reported." 

 

Redell started to reply, then he looked at the clock on the mantel. 

 

"I've got to run," he said.  "I have an early appointment." 

 

"But we're not half through," I protested.  "We haven't even mentioned the strange accidents." 

 

"Let's hold that until tomorrow night.  I can make it then if you're free." 

 

"All right," I said.  "But before you go, tell me this.  You seem convinced that the UFO beings are 

not hostile.  Why?" 

 

Redell had started toward the study door.  He turned with an expression that I couldn't fathom. 

 

"It was the Kimross case," he said.  "I think that's the key to the whole thing." 

 

 

Chapter 19 -- The Vanishing Planes 
 

All the next day, Redell's parting words kept running through my mind. 

 

Since November of 1953, the Kimross mystery had haunted me.  I too had felt it might be the key to 

the flying-saucer riddle. 
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But through the following months, my fear that it had been a hostile act increased.  Redell's quiet 

conviction that it proved a lack of hostility brought me up against a blank wall. 

 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … …  …  …  … 

 

Just a month before on June 17, I had again asked the Air Force about this disaster.  The next day I 

had an answer from Captain Perry E. Hudson - the PIO assigned to handle inquiries on crashes. 

 

"I rechecked that Kimross report," Captain Hudson told me.  "No bodies were ever found nor any 

wreckage." 

 

"Has the Air Force ever made the cause public?" 

 

"We assume," Captain Hudson replied, "that the plane went into the lake." 

 

I was thinking back to the Truax Field report on that disaster when Redell arrived.  I showed him a 

list of the accidents which had been linked with the saucers. 

 

"There are dozens of unsolved cases," I told him.  "But most of them probably had ordinary causes.  

I've used only the ones that have been definitely linked to the saucers -- the Kimross, Walesville, and 

Idyllwild accidents." 

 

"Idyllwild?" said Redell.  "What happened there?" 

 

"An unknown object hit the wing of a B-47 and the plane had to make an emergency landing."  I 

gave him the details.  "It looks just like the Comet jet-airliner case at Calcutta in 1952 except that the 

Comet crashed." 

 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … …  …  …  … 

 

…  "Even so, the collision could have been accidental," said Redell.  "So could this other case at 

Idyllwild." 

 

"I'd like to think they were all unintentional," I returned.  "But you've got to admit the Walesville 

and Kimross cases look bad." 

 

Redell looked at me for a moment. 

 

"Let's face it," he said quietly.  Any advanced space race could undoubtedly destroy us if they 

wished.  We could even destroy ourselves with the H-bomb.  And the way we're heading, maybe we 

will.  But a race advanced enough for space travel would certainly have means and weapons far beyond 

ours." 

 

"All right, Paul," I said.  "I agree that we're in their power …" 

 

Redell held up his hand. 

 

"Wait a minute.  I just want to show how completely we're in their power.  You remember what 

Oberth and our own Defense Department said about the orbiting satellites that were detected?  How they 

could use sun mirrors and burn all the cities to ashes?  Oberth also said they could melt glaciers.  It's 

been calculated that if the Greenland glacier were melted, it would raise the ocean level enough to cover 
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most cities along the Atlantic coast.  If they melted all the Arctic and Antarctic ice, there'd be damned 

little left of the human race. 

 

"The point is," he continued, "that they haven't attacked us as yet." 

 

"What about the Kimross case?" 

 

Redell hesitated.  "What do you think happened that night?"  His face had the odd expression that I 

had noted the night before. 

 

"At first, I though they had collided," I answered.  "Though with the F-89's radar and Ground 

Control to warn the pilot, I couldn't see how that could happen.  But when they didn't find any wreckage, 

I knew it was no ordinary collision. 

 

"Then when I heard of the G-field theory, I thought that perhaps the jet had gotten too close to the 

saucer and that the saucer had used a reversed G-field beam.  If I understand the G-field theory 

correctly, it would have been as if the plane had hit a stone wall." 

 

"Yes, said Redell.  "The violent vibration alone could tear the plane apart.  But there still would be 

wreckage." 

 

"Couldn't the plane have disintegrated?" 

 

"A force capable of doing that -- when the plane was so close that their blips merged -- would have 

destroyed the saucer too.  Then there would have been no blip at all.  But Ground Control saw one move 

off the scope." 

 

"But somehow they completely did away with the jet, Paul.  There's no other possible explanation." 

 

Redell hesitated. 

 

"Well, there could be another one, though it's so incredible that I find it hard to believe.  Do you 

remember the Air Force Intelligence colonel who said that ATIG would consider even the most 

extravagant ideas in the hope of solving the saucer mystery?" 

 

"Yes.  Look magazine quoted him in 1952." 

 

"One idea they must have considered is that the plane wasn't destroyed at all." 

 

"Do you mean that the saucer carried it off?" 

 

"Don't tell me that you never thought of it?" 

 

"Yes," I said slowly.  "I did when I heard that the 2 blips merged.  But I never really believed it.  

Paul, that would be too fantastic." 

 

"Certainly it's fantastic.  So are the flying-saucers.  So was the idea of airplanes and space rockets 

when they were first suggested." 

 

"But for a saucer to make off with a plane!" 
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"Look, we ourselves have 'mother ships' that launch-and-retrieve small machines.  20 years ago if 

anybody had told you that we would have B-36 bombers taking Sabrejet fighters aboard, you'd have 

thought he was crazy." 

 

"How could the saucer creatures manage it?" 

 

"There'd be a few problems, of course," Redell replied.  "They'd have to cut off the jet's engine, but 

they could probably do that with an electromagnetic beam.  And by gradually increasing the G-field, 

they could draw the F-89 to the saucer." 

 

"Even if it were true -- and I believe it either -- how could it prove that they're not hostile?  It looks 

to me like the opposite." 

 

"If hostility were the key, Don, why wouldn't they simply destroy the plane?  Since they didn't, I can 

think of only one explanation.  They're trying to prepare for a peaceful contact with the Earth -- that is, 

assuming for the moment that the plane was captured. 

 

"We know they've been observing us for years.  Perhaps they can't see any other way to make us 

realize the truth.  After all, when they come down here, out jets chase them.  So this might seem the best 

way to solve the problem:  by making off with human beings and keeping them until had established 

communication." 

 

"You mean until they had learned each other's language?" 

 

I suppose so.  Maybe they'd use sign language at first.  Finally they'd understand each other.  It 

would be the first step toward the meeting of 2 worlds." 

 

I turned to the window and looked up at the far-off stars. 

 

"It's a frightening thought, Paul." 

 

"I know it's shocking.  But it's better than an attack.  And if it's the answer in the Kimross case, then 

it could explain some of the other cases as well.  Do you remember when a flight of Navy torpedo-

bombers disappeared after they took off from Fort Lauderdale, Florida?" 

 

"Yes, but that was almost 10 years ago.  I didn't have any reason to check into it.  Weren't those 

accidents blamed on bad weather?" 

 

"They weren't accidents.  The planes just vanished.  And it never was explained." 

 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … …  …  …  … 

 

…  Like the Avengers, the huge Mariner search-and-rescue plane was fully equipped with life 

jackets and rafts. 

 

"It's absolutely impossible," Redell declared, "for any of those 6 planes to have ditched or crashed.  

The searchers would have found wreckage and some of the crew -- dead or alive.  Do you agree?" 

 

"Yes, I think you're right.  Those planes must have been completely destroyed …" 
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"… unless the saucers took them," Redell replied.  "If that theory is correct, an electromagnetic beam 

could have thrown off the planes' compasses and also silenced the radios.  The same thing could have 

happened to the Mariner." 

 

"But to make off with all those planes!" I said.  "The saucer would have to have been enormous." 

 

"Well, we've had proof that they use giant mother ships," Redell responded.  "In that Gulf of Mexico 

case, the one half-inch blip on the scope shows the mother ship was over 1,000 feet long -- probably 

nearer 1,500 feet.  Also, there may have been more than one saucer in the Florida case.  Again, I'm just 

temporarily assuming the 'capture' explanation." 

 

"It's still unbelievable," I muttered.  I sat there with my mind half-numbed by the picture that Redell 

had painted. 

 

He gave me a serious glance. 

 

"If it's true -- and I've been fighting the idea the way you're doing now -- it might also explain the 

Navy Super-Constellation's disappearance over the Atlantic in October of 1954.  You probably saw the 

story -- there were 42 people aboard including Navy wives and their children." 

 

"Yes, I looked into that," I said.  "It occurred to me that it might have been destroyed by a saucer.  It 

happened soon after those UFOs were flying over Virginia." 

 

"The Navy Constellation vanished exactly like the 6 planes from Fort Lauderdale.  Radio silence 

even though they had 2 transmitters.  Not a trace of wreckage or bodies though hundred of planes and 

ships searched for days." 

 

"I got one statement from Commander Andy Bright - head of the Navy's Aviation Safety Section.  

He said they could offer no explanation." 

 

Redell spread his hands.  "They certainly wouldn't make this answer public." 

 

"No, even if they knew it was true.  And there may be some strange explanation that we haven't even 

considered.  But I believe this accounts for the blackout even if the censors don't have the complete 

answer." 

 

"Yes, you can see why they would fight to keep it secret." 

 

"Even so, they're wrong to hide what they've learned.  No matter what the explanation is, the World 

should be prepared." 

 

Redell did not answer.  I turned and saw him stare up into the night. 

 

"Paul, what do you honestly believe?" 

 

He looked back. 

 

"I really don't know," he said gravely.  "It's haunted me for weeks.  Logic provides one answer; 

instinct another.  What do you believe?" 

 

Slowly I shook my head. 
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"I don't know either, Paul.  I can only wonder." 

 

 

[StealthSkater note: What I have found interesting is that some of the stuff surrounding UFOs 

seems to have gotten lost over time while other peculiarities remain to this day.  For 

instance, we hear almost of nothing of the "green fireballs" or "foo fighters" that 

were so common in the early UFO reports.  But "sharp-angled turns", "unbelievable 

accelerations", and "morphing" have remained all through the decades. 
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